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¶ AnnA BendrAt
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Poland

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5677-0296

“TrAvel, FAmily, And IntergenerAtionAl Connection 
 in ContemporAry AmericAn DrAmA”

The presentation will explore how contemporary plays such 
as The Humans by Stephen Karam and 4000 Miles by Amy 
Herzog use themes of travel to portray family relationships 
and intergenerational connections. In both plays, travel serves 
as a catalyst for characters to confront personal and familial issues. 
In The Humans, the Blake family’s Thanksgiving trip to New York 
City becomes a space for the characters to confront their anxieties, 
failures, and desires for connection. Similarly, in 4000 Miles, Leo’s 
bike trip across the country brings him to his grandmother Vera’s 
apartment in West Village where the two characters navigate 
their generational differences and the effects of grief. Through 
close analysis of these plays, this presentation will argue that 
travel functions as a metaphor for the characters’ emotional 
journeys, as well as a physical space where they can confront their 
personal and familial histories. Furthermore, the presentation 
will examine how these plays use intergenerational connections 
to depict the complexities of family relationships. By focusing 
on the dynamics between grandparents, parents, and children, 
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the plays challenge traditional notions of American family structures 
and explore the ways in which family members can find common 
ground and understanding despite their differences. Through 
the examination of how contemporary plays use travel to portray 
intergenerational relations, this presentation aims to enhance our 
understanding of how theatre can effectively explore themes 
such as identity, memory, and human connection. By analyzing 
the ways in which these plays employ travel as both a physical 
and metaphorical space for emotional journeys, the presentation 
will highlight the power of theatre to offer insights into the com-
plexities of familial relationships and the shared experiences that 
shape our lives.

Keywords: travel, intergenerational connections, contemporary 
American plays, memory

Anna Bendrat is an  Assistant Professor at  the  Department of  English 
and American Studies at Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin, Poland. 
As a member of a research team on Cognitive Poetics, she focuses her inter-
ests on the representations of the inside/outside binary in contemporary 
American literature and media. Her current research concentrates on 21st 
century American drama and its rhetorical constructions of marginalized 
identities. In 2022 she received a research grant from the National Science 
Center (NCN) for her project titled: “Rhetorical Deconstruction of the Cat-
egory of \’Out-Side\’ in Contemporary American Drama by Martyna Majok 
and Aleshea Harris.” She is a Board Member of the Polish Rhetoric Society 
and an editor of two journals: Res Rhetorica and New Horizons in English 
Studies. In 2016 she published a book titled Speech is Golden. American Presi-
dent and Rhetoric (Mowa jest złotem. Amerykański prezydent i retoryka).

¶ olgA Akroyd

GIRES, UK
 https://orcid.org/0000-0002-0967-3098

“‘A LAnd of PhArAoh And His PlAgues’: John RAndolph 
of RoAnoke And Mission to RussiA”

In the study of history, there is no concept of a time period which 
can be viewed as too short to be considered to be of any historical influ-
ence. As an Ambassador to the Russian Court at St Petersburg, John 
Randolph of Roanoke (1773-1833) served only a few unhappy months 
in this capacity, from May 1830 to autumn of 1831. He cannot truly be 
described as a political game-changer or witness to any particularly 
significant historical event. Therefore, scholars engaging with Ran-
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dolph’s biography usually skim over this episode, finding it altogether 
biographically and politically insignificant. I argue that overlooking 
Randolph’s time in Russia creates a “blind spot” in both the study 
of his life and the study of American foreign relations in general. After 
all, mission to the court presided over by tyrannical Nicholas I right 
in the wake of the suppressed Decembrist Rebellion was no simple 
matter. As noted by Alexis de Tocqueville, Russia and America stood 
at the opposite axis of political influence at the time, like two colosses 
bound to clash any minute. Therefore, dismissing Randolph’s time 
as Ambassador as a comical or irrelevant fragment of his life would 
be to trivialize the much broader context. This paper, developed 
from work carried out by the author for a chapter in the “Presidents 
and Place: America’s Favorite Sons” edited collection (Lexington 
Books 2023), seeks to analyze the role and the challenges faced 
by John Randolph of Roanoke in his ambassadorial position against 
the broader historical and cultural context of the time and throw 
some light on a previously overlooked biographical event.

Keywords: Ambassador; Early Republic; Russia; America; Randolph

Olga Akroyd is a graduate of University of Kent (American Studies, 2020) 
where she  completed a  thesis on  Herman Melville and  Feodor Dosto-
evsky’s perceptions of individual versus society dilemma, She is currently 
engaged as an independent researcher under the aegis of GIRES institute 
and an associate fellow of Royal Historical Society, working on a biographi-
cal analysis of John Randolph of Roanoke’s life and times. 

¶ Angelo Arminio 
Sapienza University of Rome, Italy

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7027-139X

“GeogrAphies of Terror: Homecoming And DisplAcement 
in GWOT LiterAture”

About ten years before the September eleventh attacks, in the open-
ing pages of the autobiographically inspired novel An Afghanistan 
Picture Show, William T. Vollman noted the captivating draw that 
war has on the protagonist’s mind and identified it as the primary 
reason for his journey to a distant land: “once upon a time there 
was a Young Man who wanted to be more than he really was. This 
made him unhappy. He decided to go to Afghanistan and take pic-
tures of the bullets whizzing past his ears.” As in this case, war has 
always been inextricably linked to travel, whether it be an attraction 
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for young and hopeful reporters, desperate civilians seeking refuge, 
or soldiers stationed in foreign lands. The last statement is even more 
true for Americans soldiers, since the last war fought on American 
soil dates back to the nineteenth century. This paper analyzes some 
of the recent literature of the War on Terror—such as Elliot Acker-
man’s aptly titled memoir Places and Names (2019) and Phil Klay’s 
ironically named novel Missionaries (2020)—and explores the spatial 
dynamics, cultural encounters, and dislocations caused by the series 
of interrelated conflicts that have characterized the first two decades 
of the twenty-first century. In doing so, I argue that these narratives 
unveil, through both formal and plot devices, like the juxtaposition 
of different toponyms at the beginning of an episode in Ackerman’s 
memoir or the use of different focalizers (and therefore diverse 
geographical settings) in fragmented narratives, the global network 
of power and violence that underlies modern warfare. The characters 
of these stories are then depicted as nomadic individuals doomed 
to perpetually look for their metaphorical home, war itself, across 
the globe, travelling from one warzone to the next and constituting 
the threads of a web of smaller conflicts that take place simultane-
ously, in a seemingly never-ending cycle, around the world.

Keywords: war literature, travel, war on terror, contemporary 
American literature, Elliot Ackerman, Phil Klay

Angelo Arminio is a  PhD candidate at  Sapienza Università di Roma 
and  at  the  University of  Silesia in  Katowice. He earned both his BA 
and MA at Sapienza, with periods of study abroad at the University of York 
and at the Freie Universität Berlin. His current research focuses on the fic-
tional narratives of the War on Terror, exploring questions of authority, 
memory, and  the  use of  fictionality as  a  rhetorical tool. His  research 
interests include contemporary narratives of war, postmodern and con-
temporary fiction, autofiction, narratology, and Walt Whitman’s poetry 
and prose. He has published articles on RSA Journal and Iperstoria.

¶ christopher l. BAllengee

John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-9036-7425

“‘On the RoAd’: MetAphoricAl Journeys in TrinidAdiAn 
CArnivAl Music”

Carnival is a central aspect of national identity in Trinidad 
and Tobago. As early as the late 1800s, the pre-Lenten celebration 
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had become a space for celebration, social contradiction, and cul-
tural mixing. This notion was amplified with the advent of party 
politics in the 1950s that used the support and promotion of Car-
nival as a focus of its nation-building political project in the lead-up 
to independence from Britain in 1962. Virtually all the revelry asso-
ciated with Carnival occurs outdoors, on the streets of the capital 
city Port of Spain. In local terminology, this masquerading, music-
making, dancing, and drinking all happens “on the road.” In this paper, 
I discuss two musical examples that poetically evoke the “the road” 
as a celebration of Carnival revelry but also as a metaphor for love, 
sex, and cultural mixing. These meanings are deployed in song texts 
that speak of metaphorical journeys “on the road” that take narra-
tors through the crowds and chaos of Carnival as well as on more 
metaphorical journeys of romantic love, carnal pleasure, and social 
harmony. The two primary case studies used in the paper include 
the 2019 soca tune “The Road” performed by Machel Montano 
and Ashanti, and the 2015 chutney-soca tune “I Need a Dulahin” 
performed by Ravi B. The first example features a clever double 
entendre in which “the road” is personified as a sexual partner, 
an object of desire who is capable of taking the narrator “around 
the world.” Meanwhile, the second example, typical of Indian Trinida-
dian chutney-soca, features rather conservative lyrics that emphasize 
family values while also engaging with Carnival culture. This is 
exemplified in the song’s catchy refrain where the narrator repeats 
his intentions to find a wife (“dulahin”) and take her “on the road 
for Carnival.” In my analysis of song texts and musical structures, 
I ultimately conclude that “the road” represents a touchstone 
of Trinidadian multicultural identity. In a nation that features two 
large ethnic minorities (African- and Indian-Trinidadians), such 
evocations of metaphorical journeys “on the road” in part work 
to ease racial tensions and advocate for an ideal social harmony.

Keywords: Postcolonialism, national identity, music, Caribbean 
studies, indentureship studies

Dr. Christopher L. Ballengee is an  ethnomusicologist and  Lecturer 
in the American Literature and Culture Department at John Paul II Catho-
lic University of  Lublin (Poland) where he teaches seminars in  English, 
ethnomusicology, and film. He has researched Indian music in Trinidad 
and the Trinidadian community in Florida since 2007 and was the inaugural 
Diego Carpitella Visual Ethnomusicology fellow at the Giorgio Cini Foun-
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dation (Venice, Italy) which supported the production of the feature-length 
documentary film Sweet Tassa: Music of the Indian Caribbean Diaspora 
(2019). He is editor of the volume Music, Sound, and Documentary Film 
in the Global South (2022) and co-editor of the Music and Sound in Visual 
Media series at Lexington Books. Email: christopherballengee@gmail.com

¶ deBArAchnA BAruAh 

Eberhard Karls University Tübingen, Germany
https://orcid.org/0009-0006-1409-3983

“Crossing Over to El Otro LAdo And the Deferred 
AmericAn DreAm”

Many Mexicans refer to the US as “El Otro Lado”— the other side, 
upon which they project their aspirations of prosperity and social 
mobility. Immigration to the US is propelled by the imagination 
of the US as a space conducive to free movement, employment, 
and home ownership. It motivates the arduous spatial movement 
many immigrants make illegally, with severely limited resources, 
and in spite of the hard US immigration policies designed to keep 
them out. Referring to the US as the other side also foreshortens 
the physical and emotional distance between the two countries. 
It has a comforting effect on those planning to cross over to the US. 
It reassures the illegal border-crosser of the proximity to the land 
of plenty, and that the American Dream is close at hand. Immi-
grant narratives in the form of memoirs, novels, and journalistic 
accounts however linger on the contradictions inherent to this 
cultural imagination of the US, they reflect on the limits of these 
aspirations for spatial and social mobility. Reyna Grande’s memoir 
The Distance Between Us tells us about her father who leaves his 
family behind in Mexico to fulfill his dream of home ownership; 
the family eventually crosses over to the US and ends up in rented 
apartments in poor immigrant ghettoes. In Enriques Journey 
Lourdes’ movement from California to North Carolina is hardly free 
of choice, she moves because of California’s exorbitant house rents 
and the steep competition among its immigrant populations vying 
for the same low paying jobs. Lourdes’ movement is predicated 
on the job market and on finding networks of sympathetic com-
patriots. This paper draws on such examples to discuss the forces 
that determine immigrant mobility, the conditions in which illegal 

https://orcid.org/0009-0006-1409-3983
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immigrants work and live, exclusionary practices that deny or defer 
their aspirations for home ownership and social mobility.

Keywords: El Otro Lado, spatial mobility, undocumented immi-
grants, homeownership, social mobility

Debarchana Baruah is a postdoctoral associate and lecturer at the Ameri-
can Studies department, University of Tübingen. She is interested in US 
popular cultures, memory cultures, food cultures, and immigration histo-
ries. Her book 21st Century Retro: Mad Men and 1960s America in Film 
and Television (transcript 2021) sits at the interstices of history, memory, 
and film and television studies. It offers a vocabulary to discuss contem-
porary televisual productions that revisit recent pasts in self-conscious 
and non-nostalgic ways. Baruah is currently working on her second book 
on food and mobility, examining how access to food shapes migration 
routes across the US border. Baruah has a doctoral degree in American 
Studies from the Heidelberg Center for American Studies, Heidelberg Uni-
versity and has received her B.A., M.A., and M.Phil. degrees in English 
Literature from the University of Delhi.

¶ stefAn l. BrAndt

University of Graz, Austria
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-9698-7820

“Wild West DreAms: SimulAcrA And PerformAnce 
in KArl MAy’s FictionAl TrAvel NArrAtives”

The focus of this paper is to argue that Karl May’s fictional travel 
narratives, specifically his depiction of the American Wild West 
in the Winnetou books, not only succeeded in creating an imaginative 
world for readers but also functioned as “performative acts” that 
influenced and shaped Europe’s dominant image of America. May’s 
depiction of America as a dreamlike construct, rather than a real place, 
echoes Jean Baudrillard’s notion that there is no “real” America (29). 
May’s simulation of the Wild West through images, or simulacra, 
highlights the power of representation in constructing reality. My 
paper aims to examine how May, the most widely read German 
author of all time, crafted a compelling universe that aligned with 
the perspectives and cultural values of his predominantly German 
and European audience. Furthermore, it will explore the performative 
dimension of May’s simulation, where he re-enacted the American 
West as a spectacle in both his writings and his own persona. May’s 
incorporation of elements of simulation and performance into his 
narratives helped him become the “first German pop star.” This paper 
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will show that May’s successful creation of a colorful “fantasy bubble” 
allowed him to persuade his readers that the Wild West depicted in his 
travel narratives was a genuine portrayal. By examining May’s fake 
travel tales, the power of representation and performance in shaping 
our understanding of reality will be highlighted. Through a deliberate 
combination of the “fantastic” and the “real,” May’s body of work 
transcends traditional travel writing conventions that categorize 
places as either home or abroad, rendering the concept of “nation” 
irrelevant. Unlike conventional travel narratives, May’s stories por-
tray destinations as surreal holograms, especially the mythic “Wild 
West,” resulting in a fusion of reality and imagination, and blurring 
the distinction between fact and fiction.

Keywords: Karl May; American Wild West; Simulation; Power 
of Representation; Performance

Stefan L. Brandt is Professor of American Studies at the University of Graz, 
with a distinguished academic career spanning several decades. In addition 
to his position at the University of Graz, he has also held research and teach-
ing affiliations with several other institutions, including FU Berlin, University 
of Siegen, Università Ca’ Foscari, University of Toronto, and Harvard University. 
Brandt has made significant contributions to the field, with his work cover-
ing a wide range of topics in American Cultural Studies. He has authored four 
monographs, most recently Moveable Designs, Liminal Aesthetics, and Cul-
tural Production in America since 1772 (Palgrave, 2022), and has co-edited 
nine anthologies, among them Ecomasculinities: Negotiating New Forms 
of Male Gender Identity in U.S. Fiction (Lexington Books, 2019) and Electronic 
Wastelands? Information Management, Cultural Memory, and the Chal-
lenges of Digitality (special issue of AmLit—American Literatures, 2023). He is 
also one of the founding members of the international, peer-reviewed jour-
nal AmLit—American Literatures (www.amlit.eu) and the European research 
network Digital Studies (https://www.eaas.eu/eaas-networks/643-eaas-dig-
ital-studies-network) (together with Frank Mehring and Tatiani Rapatzikou). 
Brandt is currently working on a book project dealing with the transatlantic ori-
gins of U.S. formation literature (Burgeoning Selves: Transatlantic Dialogue 
and Early American Bildungsliteratur, 1776–1860). For further information, 
see: https://homepage.uni-graz.at/en/stefan.brandt/

¶ mAnuel BroncAno rodríguez

Texas A&M International University, USA
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-0570-2680

“ColumBus’ NoAh’s Ark”

Christopher Columbus has passed down in history as the “dis-
coverer” of America, a feat that indeed was as serendipitous 
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as Alexander Fleming’s discovery of penicillin, or Albert Hofmann’s 
discovery of the hallucinogenic effects of LSD. Columbus crossed 
the Atlantic Ocean four times, but it his first voyage the one that 
has reached a mythical dimension that ranks the Genoese navigator 
to the likes of Jason or Odysseus, while the subsequent crossings 
are generally overlooked as mere appendices to the “Great Dis-
covery” (or, rather, the “great invention”) of the New World. It is 
my contention, however, that to all practical purposes, it was his 
second voyage the one that truly shaped the fate of the Americas, 
as I hope to prove in this paper. While his first voyage had been 
a meager three-caravel affair, the second expedition involved 
seventeen vessels of various sizes and shapes, and some fifteen 
hundred people, this time with the purpose, not to explore and dis-
cover, but to conquer and settle in the new territories. Besides 
the crew for each of the ships, the massive fleet transported 
a microcosmic representation of Spanish society in the late 1400s. 
There were plowmen, miners, masons, carpenters, blacksmiths, 
and a variety of other hand laborers and artisans, along with seeds 
and animals of every kind, diverse raw materials, and all the tools 
and implements necessary for the titanic task ahead. So titanic, 
in fact, that had these men been aware of what in truth awaited 
them on the other side of the Atlantic, not one of them would 
have joined the venture. Like Noah’s Ark, the Spanish fleet carried 
onboard the seminal fauna and flora that would turn the new 
world into a replica of the European landscape. That is Columbus’s 
most lasting legacy. 

Keywords: Columbian voyages, environmental exchange, tex-
tualization of the New World

Manuel Broncano (PhD Salamanca 1990) is a  Regents Professor 
of English at Texas A&M International University. From 2015 to 2019 
he served as the President of the International American Studies Asso-
ciation (IASA). Before moving to Texas, he taught for two decades 
at  the  University of  Leon (Spain). Broncano has published a  num-
ber of scholarly works on various American authors such as Flannery 
O’Connor, Willa Cather, Faulkner, Melville, Poe, etc. His  latest book 
was released in 2014, Religion in Cormac McCarthy’s Fiction: Apoc-
ryphal Borderlands (Routlege). Broncano has also kept an  active 
agenda as a translator. His  latest translation is Giannina Braschi’s 
United States of  Banana (Estados Unidos de Banana, Amazon 
Crossing 2014).
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¶ AlessAndro BuffA
University of Naples “L’Orientale” Italy

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7532-4232

“‘UncontrollABle CommunicAtion’: Circuit of Histories 
from Below in the AtlAntic And the MediterrAneAn”

In 1647 Neapolitan fisherman Masaniello, along with market 
women, sailors, poor people, and multiethnic crowds, led a revolt 
against Spanish taxes on fruit. The revolt of Naples is considered 
the first proletarian uprising in the world. As Peter Lineaugh 
and Marcus Rediker remind us, although it lasted only ten days, it 

“turned the world upside down.” The story of the Neapolitan revolt 
travelled across the Atlantic, inspiring other revolutions from below. 
The figure of Masaniello became so popular that during the Boston 
riots against the Stamp Acts of 1765, Governor Thomas Hutchinson 
cried out to the urban multiethnic mob: “You are so many Masaniel-
los!” Although many insurrections and slave revolts in the Atlantic 
were suppressed, their oppositional ideas took shape in music. They 
reverberated, melting into the air worldwide through the hypnotic 
bass line of black sounds. As had happened during the “Age of Revo-
lutions” where news of revolts spread across the Atlantic among 
sailors, fugitive slaves, soldiers and dockworkers, black music became 
an uncontrollable means of communication. Music has travelled 
from the Black Atlantic to the Black Mediterranean, resurrecting 
the story of Masaniello. In 1979 songwriter and blues musician Pino 
Daniele composed the song “Je so pazz” (I am a madman), where 
he recounts the return of Masaniello to contemporary Naples. Here, 

“roots” become “routes” connecting the motley crew, sailors, market 
women and sex workers who were the primary agents of the revolt 
in Naples of 1647 to the movement of the unemployed, dockworkers 
and disenfranchised urban masses in late twentieth-century Naples. 

Keywords: Mediterranean; Black Music; Communication from Below; 
Contemporary Naples

Alessandro Buffa teaches English Literature at the University of Naples 
L’Orientale. At the Orientale he is also a member of the Center for Postco-
lonial and Gender Studies. He holds a PhD in American History from Stony 
Brook University and  a  Master in  Media & Communication Studies 
from Goldsmiths, University of London. Currently, he is a IASA Executive 
Council Member. His published work includes: “On the Street Where you 
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Live: Italian American Doo-Wop in Postwar New York” (Anglistica, 2009); 
“Blues in the Bay” (with Iain Chambers) in Neapolitan Postcards, edited 
by  Goffredo Plastino and  Joseph Sciorra (Rowman & Littlefield, 2016); 
and “Inner City Blues: Blues Legacies and the Roots of  1968” (Review 
of International American Studies, 2019). His current book project is ten-
tatively entitled Transatlantic Currents: Blues Across the Sea.

¶ JiAying cAi
Shanghai International Studies University, China

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7170-023X 

“DuAl Journeying: Don Delillo’s  
High-CApitAlist UrBAn ScApe in Cosmopolis”

Set in Manhattan in its postmodern capitalist heyday, Don 
DeLillo’s Cosmopolis follows the journey of Eric Packer, a young 
billionaire, as he travels in his limousine across the town to get 
a haircut. Disrupted by a presidential visit, anti-globalization dem-
onstrations, and a celebrity funeral, this journey takes up almost 
the whole day. The sluggish limousine, while serving as a van-
tage point to observe the hectic city, also facilitates Eric’s virtual 
journey around the globe. Equipped with webcams, computers, 
and the internet, the limo becomes a mobile node to connect 
Eric with the rest of the world, where he can reap the wealth 
of others with technological and financial hegemony. The paper 
argues that while the limo links Eric extensively with others 
and the rest of the world, it also symbolizes a sense of isolation 
and exclusion. Eric, empowered by money and technology, can 
connect with others easily and instantly gain profit from the rest 
of the world regardless of physical distance or time differences. 
However, the sense of connection rendered by technological 
improvements fails to make Eric emotionally anchored. He is 
constantly haunted by memories of his past, particularly his failed 
relationships with women. The dichotomy of the limo as both 
a metaphor for connection and isolation thus reveals a deviated 
dual traveling experience only made possible by the combined 
forces of capitalism, technology, and quickened urban living tem-
pos. Intriguing still, Eric’s limo highlights what David Harvey has 
called “time-space compression”. Throughout the novel, there 
is a sense of urgency and speed, and Eric’s interactions with 
different people are superficial and ephemeral as if the narra-
tive is rushing forward, propelled by the forces of the globalized 
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city itself. To some extent, Eric is both a perpetrator and victim 
of this pressurizing globalized rhythm and trend, which signifies 
a furthered and deepened stage of capitalism. Energized by tech-
nology and globalization, it continuously deviates people like Eric 
Packer further away from their humanness. This has been echoed 
by DeLillo’s highly compressed writing style, with short sentences 
and fragmented phrases reflecting the high-paced, fragmented 
nature of contemporary urban life.

Keywords: Dual journeying, Cosmopolis

Dr. Jiaying Cai received her Ph.D. degree from the School of Cultures, Lan-
guages, and Area Studies, the University of Nottingham, U.K. Her research 
focuses on contemporary American literature and culture, contemporary 
Chinese literature and  culture, urban literature, and  internet literature, 
often with a comparative focus. She is now a lecturer at the School of Eng-
lish Studies, at Shanghai International Studies University, China.

¶ sAniye Bilge mutluAy ÇetintAş
Hacettepe Üniversitesi, Türkiye

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7730-6601

“The LAnd of HeAthens versus the LAnd of LiBerty:  
MArk TwAin’s Innocents Abroad  
And UBeydullAh Efendi’s Travels”

Mark Twain’s (1835–1910) literary travelogue, Innocents Abroad 
(1869), remarks on and/or subverts previously established interpre-
tations of places and objects. Twain’s adopted persona allows him 
to assume the double role of a fool and an intellectual, simultane-
ously, by deploying a peculiar type of humor. By openly distaining 
and emphasizing certain aspects of his travel experiences, Twain’s 
narrator seems naïve on one hand, but a savvy social critic on the other. 
Twain’s account of İstanbul (Constantinople) streets, drinking Turkish 
coffee, and his Turkish bath experience become farcical descriptions 
of the Ottoman Empire. His choice of words—such as “the rustiest old 
barn in heathendom”—also confirms his ideological viewpoint of Otto-
man lands. Unlike Twain, Ubeydullah Efendi (1858–1937), who travels 
in the opposite direction, to the United States from the Ottoman Empire, 
paints a positive picture of American urban life. He spends most of his 
time at the Chicago World’s Fair of 1893, which he describes in detail. 
One could argue that since the Ottoman Empire was on the cusp 
of becoming the Turkish Republic, Ubeydullah Efendi’s descriptions 
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of his American voyage were naturally written in a progressive tone. 
Yet, a closer inspection reveals subtle criticism, as well as an aware-
ness of how others viewed him as an Ottoman gentleman. Thus, his 
portrayals do not stem from internalized Orientalism; rather, they are 
the result of informed observations based on his cultural experiences. 
Both Mark Twain’s and Ubeydullah Efendi’s journalistic travel accounts 
to each other’s countries cannot be separated from the ideological 
and rhetorical dimensions of the era’s travel writing. This presenta-
tion will focus on both narrators’ approach and gaze in a comparative 
manner. While Twain portrays Ottoman lands in a hostile or con-
descending manner, with descriptors such as “filthy,” “brutish,” 

“ignorant,” or “unprogressive,” Ubeydullah Efendi’s accounts are not 
so one dimensional. Twain’s peculiar humor and narrative attitude 
were obviously influenced by the political events of the time, and his 
views were tainted by his orientalist approach. Conversely, Ubeydul-
lah Efendi’s straightforward depictions, and occasional humor, are 
connected to his personality and offer a far more realistic portrayal 
of late nineteenth-century America.

Keywords: Mark Twain, Innocents Abroad, Ubeydullah Efendi, 
Travel Writing

Assoc. Prof. S. Bilge Mutluay Çetintaş s is a faculty member of the Depart-
ment of  American Culture and  Literature, Hacettepe University, Ankara, 
Turkey. She received her MA from the University of Maryland at College 
Park and  her Ph.D. from  the  department where she currently teaches. 
Her areas of interest include American folk music, cultural studies, literary 
theory and criticism, contemporary American novel, and life writing. She has 
published several journal and book articles on related subjects. Her book pub-
lished is entitled Geçmişin Öyküleri, Öykülerin Geçmişi: Çağdaş Amerikan 
Romanlarında Tarihin Sorgulanması (The Stories of the Past, The Past 
of the Stories: Questioning History in Contemporary American Novels). 
She received a Fulbright scholarship and conducted research on contempo-
rary American women’s life writing at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

¶ pArAntAp chAkrABorty 
Domkal Girls’ College, University of Kalyani, India

https://orcid.org/0009-0007-5940-173X

“IowA And Beyond: BengAli Poets of the 1960s And their 
AmericAn Encounters”

Bengali poet Sunil Gangopadhyay was one of the earliest to join 
the writers’ workshop at the University of Iowa in 1963. How did 
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his year-long stay in America influence his perceptions of Ameri-
can ways of life and art? Answers can be found in a letter he 
wrote to fellow Bengali writer Sandipan Chattopadhyay in which 
he recreates a romantically conceived landscape of Iowa, yet he 
unequivocally admits that there is little that he can relate to the life 
in Iowa. However, Gangopadhyay admits that he struggles to relate 
to life in Iowa and expresses weariness of the “Hungry generation’s” 
desire for Western recognition. Another Bengali poet Sankha Ghosh 
would undertake a similar programme in 1967–68. He later wrote 
a memoir of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop titled “Ghumiye Pora 
Album” (The Sleeping Album). It chronicles among other things how 
the international group of writers reacted to the onset of the Viet-
nam War. Another interesting aspect is that Ghosh seemed visibly 
concerned that poets like the Yugoslavian Mart Ogen were trying 
to emulate Ginsberg and therefore, losing their identities. What 
is common between the recollections of these poets of differing 
temperament was their concern regarding retaining their uniqueness 
as poets producing Bengali poetry. Both Gangopadhyay and Ghosh 
interacted with poets from America and various Asian and African 
countries, exchanged literary and cultural ideas, spent evening 
engrossed in literary debates, and formed close camaraderie with 
many of them. What, then, was the impact of the sojourns to Iowa 
and beyond on the works of these poets? Did these encounters with 
America provide the authors with a changed perception of America 
as a cultural space, and to what extent did it differ from contem-
porary perceptions of America prevalent in the West Bengal. This 
proposed paper intends to explore the interface of these two Bengali 
poets of the 1960s with American culture and analyze how they 
construed America and its cultural and literary influences.

Keywords: Bengali poetry, Indian receptions of America, cultural 
exchange, transnational travel

Parantap Chakraborty holds the position of Head of  the Department 
of English at Domkal Girls College in Murshidabad, West Bengal, India, 
where he also serves as  an  Assistant Professor (Grade I). He recently 
submitted his doctoral dissertation, titled “Sense from  The  Margins: 
The Politics of Nonsense in Select Indian Literary Texts,” at Visva-Bharati 
in Santiniketan, India. In addition to his academic work, he is the founder 
of Birutjatio Sahitya Sammiloni, an independent non-profit press. Email: 
ketan32@hotmail.com
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¶ Jolly dAs 

Vidyasagar University, West Bengal, India
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-8751-0067

“ A.K. RAmAnuJAn’s Insightful OBservAtions 
on VArious Aspects of the United StAtes of AmericA: 
Looking Briefly At the DiAry Entries” 

A.K. Ramanujan was a college teacher who travelled extensively 
in peninsular India, collecting folktales from rural areas. Since he was 
already on the move, it wasn’t difficult for him to go to the USA 
when he received the Fulbright Travel-Fellowship and Smith-Mundt 
Grant in 1959, to continue his studies in linguistics. The voyage 
he began on 1 July 1959 on the Strathaird from Bombay to reach 
Southampton, followed by another voyage on the SS Queen 
Elizabeth took him to New York on 28 July 1959. He wrote about 
experiences and observations during this journey in his “Travel Diary, 
2 to 27 July 1959, Bombay to New York” [in the anthology Journeys: 
A Poet’s Diary (2018)]. The first-ever travel overseas, to the US, 
was full of excitement and anxiety for the young man of thirty. 
This journey was his initiation for his passage to the country he 
was to inhabit for the rest of his life, as a teacher in the University 
of Chicago—a transition from the familiar world he knew and loved 
(his interior landscape, akam) to the unfamiliar country which he 
was to encounter, explore and experience (the world outside his self, 
the puram). The proposed paper shall focus on Uncollected Poems 
and Prose (2001) and Journeys: A Poet’s Diary (2018), to explore 
his observations and experiences of life in the US. These reveal 
the way in which his inner self met the new cultural space he 
entered, followed by his expressing through his creative and critical 
self, the interface and intermingling of the two. Theories which 
engage with the third space of representation and its relation 
to the spaces (the ‘inside’ and the ‘outside’ binary) from which 
it emerges, the cultural logic of late capitalism (Jameson) and culture 
in a liquid modern world (Bauman) shall be used as analytical tools. 
Ramanujan’s writings on the geography of America demonstrate 
his abilities as a minute observer of men and manners, forging 
a new mode of travel-writing beyond the here and now.

Keywords: akam, puram, transnational, liquid modern
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Dr. Jolly Das is an  Associate Professor in  the  Department of  English 
at Vidyasagar University in Midnapore, West Bengal, India. She received 
her education from Loreto Convent in Darjeeling, St. Joseph’s Convent 
in  Chandannagar, Lady Brabourne College in  Kolkata, the  University 
of Calcutta, and Rabindra Bharati University in Kolkata, where she earned 
her M.Phil. and Ph.D. degrees. Her doctoral thesis, titled “The Theme 
of Quest in T.S. Eliot’s Plays,” was supervised by Prof. Subhas Sarkar, 
Former Head and Shakespeare Professor of English. She has also under-
taken a University Grants Commission-sponsored Minor Research Project 
on “The Past-Present Interface in Girish Karnad’s Plays.” She has authored 
two monographs: Eliot’s Prismatic Plays: A Multifaceted Quest (New 
Delhi, Atlantic, 2007) and  Tracing Karnad’s Theatrical Trajectory: 
An Integrated Approach to his Life and Creativity (New Delhi: Paragon, 
2015). Jolly Das has also contributed 18 chapters to edited books and pub-
lished 22 articles in journals. In addition, she served as the Chief Editor 
of the Journal of the Department of English at Vidyasagar University 
(ISSN 0973-3671) (UGC-CARE Listed) for vols. 13, 14, and 15 and currently 
sits on the Editorial Board of the same. She has participated in 28 semi-
nars, conferences, and workshops. Her academic interests include Girish 
Karnad studies, T.S. Eliot studies, and translation from Bengali litera-
ture to English and from English literature to Bengali. Furthermore, she 
has a strong sense of academic social responsibility and has adopted 
a Community Learning Centre in Popo Village, Bandwan, West Bengal, 
inhabited by a tribe called Kheria-Sabar. Website address: http://faculty.
vidyasagar.ac.in/faculties/profile?fac_u_id=Fac-ENG-214 Email: jolly-
das@mail.vidyasagar.ac.in

¶ mAriyA doğAn

Hacettepe Üniversitesi, Türkiye 
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7157-2434

“VisuAlizing the Other: MediA RepresentAtions 
of NinA KhrushchevA During the Khrushchev’s StAte 
Visit to the United StAtes in 1959”

The gender discourse had an important role in the ideological 
confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union 
and proved to be an effective weapon of the Cold War. In American 
imagination, the image of a Soviet woman became an epitome 
of the other, which both personified the threat of communism 
and, at the same time, eased domestic anxieties about rigid 
gender roles in the post-war US. However, the Cold War was 
not a homogeneous process. The period from the mid-1950s 
to the early 1960s that is often referred to as the Khrushchev 
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Thaw, was characterized by attempts of peaceful coexistence 
between the two superpowers culminating in Khrushchev’s visit 
to the United States in September 1959. Nina P. Khrushcheva, 
the wife of the first secretary of the Communist Party, became 
the first high-rank communist woman to tour the United States 
with an official visit. The American press took this opportunity 
to humanize the image of a woman from the other side of the iron 
curtain and, consequently, defuse tensions on the international 
stage. In this presentation I will analyze media representations 
of Nina Khrushcheva that appeared in such periodicals as The New 
York Times, Washington Post, Chicago Daily Tribune and Los 
Angeles Times. I argue that Khrushcheva’s visit became a turning 
point in constructing the image of Soviet femininity, introduc-
ing the rhetoric of different but not intimidating womanhood. 
Soon after September 1959, fragile hopes for peace between 
the Western and Eastern Blocs were shattered. Nevertheless, 
Khrushcheva’s visit changed popular perception of the Soviet 
femininity and became a powerful symbol of communist gen-
der normativity in the second half of the twentieth century. 
The present study will discuss the shift in the Soviet gender 
stereotypes presented by the American newspapers, and put 
them into historical context to show how international policies 
can gain human face in the press.

Keywords: Nina Khrushcheva, 1959 Khrushchev’s State Visit, Cold 
War, gender stereotypes, Soviet femininity

Mariya Doğan is a  PhD candidate at  the  Department of  American 
Culture and Literature at Hacettepe University in Ankara, Turkey. She 
has received Master’s diplomas from Taras Shevchenko National Uni-
versity of Kyiv (Ukraine) and Hacettepe University in Ankara (Turkey). 
She is a member of International Organization of Folk Art (IOV), Cen-
tre for American Literary Studies in Ukraine (CALSU) and Association 
of  American Studies of  Turkey (ASAT). She has also been accepted 
for the Emerging Scholars Fellowship program conducted by the Inter-
national American Studies Association. Her  interests lie primarily 
in the area of contemporary American fiction and focus on represen-
tations of ethnic identity and memory. Her recent publications include 

“East-European Brides in the West: a Study of Cross-Border Marriages 
in the United States,” “Aleksandr Ptushko’s Noviy Gulliver [The New 
Gulliver] (1935): The World’s First Full-Length Animated Film and Prag-
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matics of Ideological Adaptation,” and “Forward to the Past: Narratives 
of Violence and Trauma in Jonathan Safran Foer’s Novels.”

¶ cArlottA ferrAndo 

Sapienza University of Rome, Italy
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-9678-7842

“NAvigAting Foreign SpAces: Selin’s Journeys 
in Elif BAtumAn’s The Idiot (2017)”

This paper intends to explore the relationship between space 
and gender in Elif Batuman’s debut coming-of-age novel The Idiot 
(2017). Set in the 1990s, the novel follows a year in the life of Selin 
Karadağ, a first-generation Turkish-American woman, who is 
a freshman studying linguistics at Harvard University. Whilst 
the first part of the novel is set in the university campus and is 
characterized by a sequence of loosely connected chronological 
episodes that see Selin meeting new people and taking different 
classes, the second part—which starts with the end of the school 
year—recounts Selin’s journey across Europe, as she travels to Paris, 
then to Budapest and the Hungarian countryside, and ends 
up in Turkey, in Antalya, where her Turkish relatives live. Part 
of the contemporary Turkish American literary tradition (Fur-
lanetto 2017), The Idiot does not simply recount the experience 
of a first-generation migrant who tries to balance two cultural 
traditions in U.S. territory (Walkowitz 2006, 531); more accurately, 
I intend to argue that at the center of the novel stands an ‘anti-
developmental’ female Bildungsroman (Esty 2011, Joannou 2019). 
Selin’s inability to understand and decode the surrounding world 
never finds a solution and the relationship between herself 
and the people around her becomes even more complicated 
as the plot moves forward. In fact, as Townsend contends, Selin 
is ‘idiotic’ in the Dostoevskyan sense since she is independent 
and alien to ‘the traditional structures of “Western philosophy” 
and the mainstreams of European and North American culture’ 
(Townsend 2021, 1). Unable to bridge the gap between her-
self and society, between language and the world, by the end 
of the novel, she becomes severely depressed, and chooses 
to give up on her dreams as a writer. By examining the portrayal 
of space—namely, the campus and elitist academic life (hence, 
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America in the eyes of a first-generation immigrant woman), 
and her unravelling journey across Europe—this paper intends 
to shed light on the nuanced relationship between female identity/
vulnerability and self-discovery in the novel, contributing to deeper 
understanding of contemporary female Bildungsroman narratives.

Keywords: Twenty-first Century American Fiction; Turkish American 
Literature; Female Bildungsroman; Female Vulnerability; Journey

Carlotta Ferrando is a  PhD student in  English Literature, Language 
and Translation at Sapienza University of Rome (curriculum in Literary 
Studies), in cotutelle with the University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland. She 
graduated in July 2021 from a MA course in Comparative Literatures (Uni-
versity of Turin) with a dissertation on contemporary American Literature 
titled “Family Dynamics in Blank Coming-of-Age Novels: Less Than Zero, 
The Lost Language of Cranes and Generation X”, after obtaining a bach-
elor’s degree in Italian Literature. She is currently working on a PhD project 
focused on the representation of female mental illness in contemporary 
American novels. She is a member of AISNA.

¶ BAshABi frAser

Edinburgh Napier University, UK
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-9262-1557

“From the TrAnsient to the TrAnsnAtionAl: SwAmi Vive-
kAnAndA in AmericA At the fin de siècle”

Travel has fascinated the human community through the centuries, 
prompted by a wanderlust and an inherent curiosity to encounter 
and know other landscapes, people and cultures beyond the famil-
iar world of residence. The traveller, unlike an immigrant, remains 
an itinerant (Fry 2001), a sojourner (Siu 1952) in the chosen land 
of travel, with a plan to return at the end of a voyage. The travel-
ler knows that the time spent elsewhere—travelling, observing, 
absorbing, interacting, interpreting—is timebound by the urge/
desire to return ‘home’. The experience is, more often than not, 
enriching and educational, opening the mind and sometimes affect-
ing/altering ingrained perspectives, perceptions and beliefs about 
the lands, people, cultures s/he encounters. The traveller remains 
a transient, but the experience s/he gathers, is seldom transient, 
affecting and influencing a lifetime of memories, actions and activi-
ties long after the traveller has returned to the homeland. S/he is 
a transnational (Vertovec 2009), having crossed political boundaries 
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beyond the known comfort zone. The traveller’s journeys facilitate 
a transcendence to a global awareness that marks a cosmopolitan 
(Appiah 2015), who subsequently belongs to the world, comfortable 
within her/himself beyond the comfort zone of familiarity. These 
are the considerations that remain relevant in a review of Swami 
Vivekananda’s epoch-changing visit to American in September 1893, 
when he was on a global mission to address the World Parliament 
of Religions. He sought to challenge and dismantle the hitherto 
misrepresented ideas of Hinduism. Vivekananda travelled to America 
in the fine de siècle to speak about the major religion of his country 
at a time when ‘Hindu’ and ‘India’/’Indian’ were conflated and used 
as interchangeable terms for the person and all things pertain-
ing to the subcontinent, which he unpacked. This paper will look 
at the timing of Vivekananda’s itinerary and its significance. It will 
consider reports, speeches, notes and conversations that relate 
to Vivekananda’s American experience to show how the transient 
left a legacy that contradicts the timebound nature of sojourn, 
leading to the founding of organizations and institutions that serve 
as cultural bridges between the West and India in a transnational 
project that has endured.

Keywords: Vivekananda in America, traveller, transient, trans-
national

Dr. Bashabi Fraser, CBE is Professor Emerita of English and Creative Writing, 
Edinburgh Napier University, Director of Scottish Centre of Tagore Stud-
ies (ScoTs), Honorary Fellow, Centre for South Asian Studies, Edinburgh 
University and Royal Literary Fund Fellow. Bashabi is an award-winning 
poet and academic. She is the  recipient of a CBE (2021) for Education, 
Culture and Cultural. She was declared Outstanding Woman of Scotland 
by Saltire Society in 2015. She is the recipient of the Bangla Worldwide 
award for  promoting Tagore Studies globally (2023) and  the  Lifetime 
Achievement Award by the UK Bengali Convention (2022). Bashabi has 
authored and edited 23 books, several academic and creative chapters 
and been widely anthologized as a poet. Her recent publications include 
Patient Dignity (2021), Rabindranath Tagore (2019) and  Scottish Ori-
entalism and  the  Bengal Renaissance (2017). Books in  press include 
Lakshmi’s Footprints: The  Scoto-Indian Interface (co-ed), Habitat 
and Mists and Monsoons. She is the Chief Editor of Gitanjali and Beyond. 
Bashabi is a Trustee on the Board of Scottish PEN, a Director on the Board 
of  the  Patrick Geddes Trust, Trustee of  the  Kolkata Scottish Heritage 
Trust and Honorary Vice President and Honorary Fellow of the Associa-
tion for Scottish Literature. Bashabi is on the Editorial Board of several 
international peer-reviewed journals, including Writers Mosaic, a Royal 
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Literary Fund initiative. Bashabi acts an Adjudicator for several national 
and international creative writing competitions. Recently, she has been 
a Judge for Book Awards for Saltire Society (2022) and the Kavya Prize, 
sponsored by Glasgow University (2022). http://bashabifraser.co.uk Email: 
bashabifraserwriter@gmail.com

¶ JustynA fruzińskA

University of Łódź, Poland
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6368-5746

“GAzing At AmericA And AmericAns in 19th Century 
British TrAvel Writing ABout the US”

The first half of the 19th century was a time when the United 
States became a popular destination for British travelers and, 
consequently, a popular subject of British travelogues. The writers 
were interested in the young republic as a laboratory of democ-
racy which, depending on their own political views, could serve 
for their countrymen as an example to follow or a warning against 
the dangers of “mob rule.” They focused on different aspects 
of American society, manners, and history, but also on natural 
landscapes and cityscapes. My paper will analyze a number 
of popular travelogues written between the 1820s and 1860s 
by writers such as Dickens, Harriet Martineau, Frances Kemble, 
and Frances Trollope with a focus on their descriptions of looking, 
gazing, and staring. What I am interested in is the representa-
tion of their gazing at people: at white Americans and especially 
at people of color—and how these types of gaze differ from one 
another. Additionally, another type of gaze present in the texts 
in question to be discussed is what I would call imaginary gaze: 
descriptions of sights which the authors did not witness but, using 
the polemical power of the visual, construct putting themselves 
in the position of eye witnesses. 

Keywords: travel writing; Victorian literature; transatlantic studies; 
representation studies; gaze

Justyna Fruzińska holds an MA in American Literature and a PhD in Cul-
tural Studies from  the  University of  Lodz, Poland, where she holds 
the position of Assistant professor and teaches American literature, cul-
ture and history. Her publications include Nineteenth-Century Visions 
of  Race: British Travel Writing about America (2022) and  Emerson 
Goes to the Movies: Individualism in Walt Disney Company’s Post-1989 
Animated Films (2014) as well as numerous articles on American popu-
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lar culture, Transcendentalism, travel writing, and Polish poetry. She is 
a graduate of the Institute of Jewish Studies Paideia in Stockholm as well 
as a member of the Association for Cultural Studies and Polish Associa-
tion for American Studies. She is also a published poet and translator 
working in Polish, English, and Hebrew.

¶ Alice de gAlzAin

University of Edinburgh, UK
https://orcid.org/0009-0001-5542-0614

“MArgAret Fuller’s ‘Bettine BrentAno And Her Friend 
Günderode’ (1842): TrAnsAtlAntic Perspectives 
And FemAle Friendship”

Margaret Fuller was a renowned American writer, teacher, 
conversationalist, and journalist: writing for the New-York Tribune, 
she became the first female American war correspondent as she 
reported from Italy during Giuseppe Mazzini’s revolution. However, 
Fuller’s passion for European culture started long before she first 
traveled to Europe in 1846: ten years earlier, she was prevented 
from sailing to the old continent by the death of her father, which 
plunged her and the rest of her family into great economic dif-
ficulty. Unable to physically travel, she kept reading and writing 
about European literature and engaged, particularly, with Ger-
man Romanticism. In 1842 she wrote a commentary/translation 
of Bettine Brentano-von Arnim’s epistolary novel Die Günderode 
(1840), which appeared in the Dial (while she was the editor). 
In her analysis of the article, Christina Zwarg reads Fuller’s transla-
tion as an act of feminist agency: “[i]t is telling that most of her 
published translations were from German, the one language she 
taught herself” (Feminist Conversations 61). Building on what Zwarg, 
as well as Carol Strauss Sotiropoulos, have written on the subject, 
I wish to explore the feminist undertone of Fuller’s commentary 
on friendship in “Bettine Brentano and Her Friend Günderode.” 
For Fuller, Bettine and Karoline von Günderode were symbols 
of German female accomplishment, and their letters presented 
a “view of the interior of German life, and of an ideal relation real-
ized.” Reflecting on Fuller’s idealization of German womanhood, 
I wish to demonstrate how Brentano and Günderode’s relation-
ship allowed her to resolve the constraining nineteenth-century 
dichotomy that weighed on all women writers at the time—that 
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is, how to both be a woman and an artist. I also wish to compare 
Fuller’s take on female friendship with Simone de Beauvoir’s 
newly discovered novella The Inseparables (written in 1954, it 
was put to the side by de Beauvoir and published posthumously 
by her daughter in 2020). Not only do these texts resemble each 
other in the way in which their feminist authors describe female 
friendships, but they also speak to each other about the power 
of queerness to fight against the patriarchy and the importance 
of celebrating such relationships between women.

Keywords: Margaret Fuller; Bettine Brentano; Simone de Beauvoir; 
Feminism; Transcendentalism; Romanticism

Alice de Galzain recently completed her Ph.D. at the University of Edinburgh. 
In her doctoral thesis, entitled “Rewriting the Life of an ‘Ultra-Radical’: 
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Margaret Fuller, and Memoirs of Margaret Fuller 
Ossoli (1852),” she looked at how Emerson’s and Fuller’s different under-
standings of womanhood impacted their views of society and the American 
nation. Specialized in nineteenth-century U.S. literature, Alice\’s research 
interests include Transcendentalism, transnational writing, abolitionism, 
and women’s studies. She is this year’s recipient of the American Anti-
quarian Society Barbara L. Packer Fellowship (2023-2024). Her  article 
on “Transcendentalist Women in Conversation: Margaret Fuller, Sophia 
Ripley, and ‘Woman” appeared last year in Transatlantica: Revue d’études 
américaines. American Studies Journal.

¶ BeAtA gontArz

University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5302-8010

“The End of the Western: JAn Józef SzepAński 
ABout AmericA in the 50s And 60s”

The End of the Western, published in 1971, is the title of a collec-
tion of reportages by a Polish writer, Jan Józef Szczepański, written 
after his stay in the United States from October 1968 to June 1969. 
The title The End of the Western, chosen by Szczepański for a book 
about America in the late 1960s, is intentionally ambiguous. Ten 
years earlier, he had been in the United States on a summer 
scholarship at Harvard University, so he had a basis for compar-
ing the changes that had taken place in America in the late 1960s. 
The imposing context for the changes presented in the book was 
the model of a pioneer who faces the dangers of an unknown 
land and subdues it—in accordance with the biblical command. 

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5302-8010
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In the paper, I pay special attention to the ideological and moral 
effects of the flower-children revolution, analyzed by Szczepański. 
He thought that the “kids’ revolution” had marked the end 
of America as it had been. The writer also looked at the eman-
cipatory movements of black Americans and he inquired about 
the reasons for the passivity of Native Americans in demanding 
their rights. At that time, he could only describe the unjust situ-
ation of the indigenous people, confined to reservations, thrown 
to the margins of American society. Looking at America, however, 
he saw symptoms that led him to acutely recognize the end 
of the dominance of the civilization of the “white conqueror 
of the Wild West.”

Keywords: Jan Józef Szczepański, The End of the Western, report-
age, flower-power revolution 

Beata Gontarz is an Associate Professor in the Institute of Culture Studies, 
the University of Silesia in Katowice, currently she is a Director of the Insti-
tute of Culture Studies. Her areas of  interest include forms and discourse 
of personal documents, correspondence between literature and visual arts, 
representations of individual and group experience of history, identity discourse 
in individual and group perspectives, axiological aspects of modern culture.

¶ JolAntA gwioździk

University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-2732-4115

“EverydAy Pilgrims. New Mexico FrAnciscAn Missions 
And Communities” 

The experience of the spiritual journey of the Franciscan communi-
ties in New Mexico was conditioned by their activities. The first way 
to realize spiritual life was through missionary activity. Its conduct was 
under the principle of preaching the Gospel to all nations by the pilgrim 
Church and corresponded to the charism of St. Francis of Assisi. That 
is how the first Franciscans, who since 1540 accompanied the set-
tlers settling in New Mexico, understood their way. The preserved 
diaries and catechisms document the formation of the system 
of colonial missions and contacts with the indigenous inhabitants 
of this region. Women’s orders also participated in evangelization. 
They supported missionary work and led a life of inner prayer, as evi-
denced by the preserved correspondence and visitation files. That 
is the second way of experiencing the spiritual path. The Center 
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for Action and Contemplation, organized 35 years ago by the Fran-
ciscan friar Richard Rohr in Albuquerque, directly refers to the practice 
of contemplation. He believes there is a deep connection between 
the inner revolution of prayer and the transformation of social 
structures and social consciousness, and that nurturing a contem-
plative consciousness in the world is now more important than ever. 
It proposes a daily practice—a spiritual journey, with prayer, reflection, 
humility and self-knowledge. He believes that we become ourselves 
through the choices we make. “Wherever you are on your spiritual 
journey—God is there”—this is the basis of engaged contemplation, 
rooted in a living, evolving Christian tradition. That is the third way 
to experience the spiritual path, promoted by spirituality programs, 
publications and web applications. The paper plans to characterize 
the development of methods of experiencing the spiritual path 
in the Franciscan environment in the past and today.

Keywords: spiritual journey, meditation, New Mexico, Franciscans, 
The Center for Action and Contemplation

Jolanta Gwioździk, Ph.D, D.Litt Associate Professor in  the  Institute of Cul-
ture Studies, Faculty of Humanities at the University of Silesia in Katowice, 
Poland. Author and  co-author of  seven monographs and  eight edited 
and co-edited volumes. She has published 72 articles in books and 15 in jour-
nals and is the author of several reviews and several other papers. She has 
participated in over 50 scientific conferences. Member of the Commission 
for the History of Book Culture of the Polish Academy of Sciences (since 2020), 
the Historical and Literary Commission of the Polish Academy of Sciences, 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Bibliotheken und Dokumentationsstellen der Ost–, 
Ostmittel– und Sűdosteuropafprschung, the Commission for Comparative 
and Literary Bibliography at the International Congress of Slavists and others. 
President of the Polish Book Society. She participated in several international 
and national projects (as a manager of 3 projects); was a reviewer in NPRH 
competitions, and an Appraiser of the Book Institute. Thesis director in two 
doctoral procedures (defence 2016, 2018).

¶ michAel t. heneise

The Arctic University, Norway 
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6115-5183

“Che GuevArA’s Motorcycle Diaries And the Emergence 
of the LAtin AmericAn PluriversAl PoliticAl Consciousness” 

Ernesto “Che” Guevara, a figure who rose to an almost messi-
anic status after his death in 1967, has been immortalised through 
Alberto Korda’s iconic photograph and numerous biographies, 
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among which Jon Lee Anderson’s Che Guevara: A Revolutionary Life 
stands as the definitive work. However, Guevara’s own writings, 
particularly his Motorcycle Diaries (1995) offer a first-person perspec-
tive of the experiences that transformed him from an Argentine 
medical student into one of the 20th century’s most influential 
political figures. This paper examines these experiences and delves 
particularly into what scholars have suggested is his uniquely 
Pan-American political vision. Che’s political awakening is closely 
connected with his encounters with poverty, social injustice, 
and marginalisation—conditions that were not only widespread, 
but constituted the unifying characteristic of otherwise culturally 
and linguistically diverse communities across a vast and varied 
South American landscape. Importantly, this travel narrative, 
and its gesture toward a new kind of politics, one of interrela-
tion, interconnection, and radical co-implication, resonates with 
ideas now reaching full maturity in contemporary Latin American 
thought and action, such as in the ‘pluriversal politics’ of Walter 
Mignolo, Sylvia Wynter, Arturo Escobar, and Enrique Dussel 
(and indeed already activated by such actors as the Zapatista 
movement in its pedagogical initiatives among indigenous com-
munities in Mexico). While a half-century separates “Che” and this 
new episteme, this paper argues that there remain important 
continuities, not least the messianic tonalities that ring in quiet 
conversation between artists, poets, writers and intellectuals 
anywhere in Latin America when recounting the yet-unrealized 
political dreams of immortalised young revolutionaries. This paper 
argues, in fact, that what is projected onto the horizon of any new 
political left in Latin America, is precisely the image of a youthful 

“Che” mounted on his motorcycle.

Keywords: Che Guevara, Motorcycle Diaries, pluriverse, Latin America

Michael T. Heneise is an American anthropologist and presently Associate 
Professor in the Department of Archaeology, History, and Religious Studies 
at UiT The Arctic University of Norway. He has conducted fieldwork across 
South America, South Asia, and the Himalayas, and his doctoral research 
at  the  University of  Edinburgh was an  anthropological examination 
of dreams and political agency in the Indo-Myanmar borderlands. Prior 
to Edinburgh he studied anthropology in Ecuador at the Latin American 
School of Social Sciences (FLACSO). He is the founder and Editor-in-Chief 
of  Highlander Press; co-founder and  former director of  the  Highland 
Institute, Nagaland; and co-editor of HIMALAYA, the Journal of the Asso-
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ciation for  Nepal and  Himalayan Studies. https://michaelheneise.
academia.edu; email: Michael.t.heneise@uit.no

¶ AchrAf idrissi

University of Debrecen, Hungary
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0539-1867

“NAtive AmericAns through HAnnA Al-MAwsuli’s Travels 
1668–1683: An ArAB ChristiAn in ColoniAl SpAnish AmericA”

This paper analyzes the travelogue of Hanna al-Mawsuli, an Arab 
Christian who composed the first account of Spanish America 
to be written in Arabic. His book, The Book of Travels of the Priest 
Ilyas, Son of the Cleric Hanna al-Mawsuli 1668–1683, documents 
the interaction between Western Europeans and the Levant 
in the early modern period through the activities of Catholic mis-
sionaries. While such an account provides an important perspective 
on the “Levantine” view of Spanish and American Indian populations 
in the early modern period, I argue that it represents a discursive 
dialectic between Spanish colonial knowledge and the Levan-
tine lexicon of Eastern Christianity that resulted in a perceptual 
synthesis through which al-Mawsuli understood colonial Span-
ish America and native Indians. The native populations emerge 
as savages but also as beneficiaries who materially and religiously 
reaped the fruit of Spain’s New Colonial World. The complexity 
of al-Mawsuli’s travel account stems from its bicultural referen-
tiality. He was a Catholic priest and an Iraqi Christian living under 
Ottoman rule who spoke Arabic, Latin, Eastern Syriac, Spanish, 
French, and Turkish well enough to give sermons, perform mass, 
and translate from all of them. Additionally, this paper also illu-
minates an implicit telos of epistemic imperialism, namely how 
colonial epistemologies became itinerant discourses traveling 
from imperial geographies to the outside world and engulfing 
the representational prism of countries and communities that 
never had direct interaction with the Americas.

Keywords: Arab Christian, Native Indians, Colonial Spanish America, 
Colonial Epistemology, Imperialism

Achraf Idrissi is a Ph.D. candidate at the Institute of English and American 
Studies at the University of Debrecen, Hungary. He obtained his MA in Cul-
tural Studies from the University of Sidi Mohamed Ben Abdullah, Morocco. 
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His  doctoral project explores the  intersection of  intellectual thought 
and Islamic diplomatic ventures into Europe in the early modern period. 
His decolonial approach to Muslim-Christian encounters in the Mediter-
ranean aspires to trace back the earliest development of Islamic diplomatic 
ethics in Moroccan ambassadorial epistemology, particularly as it relates 
to  the  intellectual intersections between diplomacy, religion, history, 
and international affairs. Email: achraf-idrissi@outlook.com

¶ mAnJu JAidkA And roshAn lAl shArmA

SRM University, Delhi-NCR, Sonepat, India
Central University of Himachal Pradesh Dharamshala, India

“The Othering of Uncle SAm: AmericA through Alien Eyes”

The concept of “othering” refers to the process of perceiving 
and treating certain groups or individuals as different or separate 
from oneself. In the case of Uncle Sam, a symbol often associ-
ated with the United States, there can be instances of othering. 
To some foreigners, Uncle Sam may represent American hegemony 
or global influence, which can lead to feelings of being excluded 
or marginalized. The image of Uncle Sam, with his iconic hat 
and stern expression, has been used in political cartoons, media, 
and propaganda, sometimes perpetuating stereotypes or rein-
forcing perceptions of America as an imposing force. While not 
everyone may engage in othering, it is crucial to recognize that 
individuals from various backgrounds may interpret and relate 
to Uncle Sam differently based on their personal experiences 
and perspectives. Literary theorists, such as Frantz Fanon, Edward 
Said, and Homi K. Bhabha, have extensively explored the concept 
of the “other” and its implications. They examine how the “other” 
is constructed through binary oppositions (e.g., self/other, civilized/
savage) and how this construction shapes social relations, identity 
formation, and the representation of difference. In literary theory 
the concept of the “other” refers to a theoretical framework that 
explores the representation and construction of difference, alter-
ity, and marginalization within literature. It examines how texts 
create and define an “other” as someone/something different 
from the dominant or privileged group. The “other” can be char-
acterized by race, gender, sexuality, class, nationality, or any other 
aspect of identity that distinguishes it from the norm. The notion 
of the “other” highlights the power dynamics inherent in liter-
ary works and their social and historical contexts. It emphasizes 
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how certain groups are marginalized, silenced, or excluded while 
the dominant group establishes norms and asserts its authority. 
The “other” often becomes a site of contestation, as literature may 
challenge or reinforce existing stereotypes, prejudices, or social 
hierarchies. Our paper would highlight the operation of how power 
dynamics and the dominant narratives are challenged, and what 
are the underlying ideologies and assumptions that influence 
the representation of marginalized groups, focusing on selected 
texts like Interpreter of Maladies and The Namesake by Jhumpa 
Lahiri, The Inscrutable Americans by Anurag Mathur, and Ameri-
canah by Chimananda Ngozi Adichie.

Keywords: othering, Americas, social relations, stereotypes, 
postcolonialism

Manju Jaidka, is a former Professor and Chairperson of the Department 
of  English at  Panjab University, Chandigarh, now a  Professor Emeri-
tus and  Director Humanities at  SRM University, Delhi-NCR, Sonepat. 
The recipient of several national and international fellowships, including 
a  Fulbright, and  two Rockefeller awards, Jaidka has held assignments 
at several top universities internationally, published more than 25 books, 
and more than sixty research papers in reputed national and international 
journals. An award-winning creative writer, she has written poetry, fiction, 
and drama. Her non-fiction publication, on the management of disability, 
titled The Next Milestone, was commissioned by the WHO. Jaidka curated 
and held full-fledged Literature Festivals in Chandigarh and in Himachal. 
At present she is the President and chief functionary of MELOW (the Soci-
ety for the Study of the Multi-Ethnic Literatures of the World), an academic 
society she founded in 1997. Additionally, she has held the post of Execu-
tive Director of the International American Studies Association and serves 
on the advisory board of several international organizations.

Roshan Lal Sharma is a Professor of English at Central University of Him-
achal Pradesh, Dharamshala. A Senior Fulbright Fellow and an Honorary 
Fellow at the Institute of Research in the Humanities, UW-Madison, during 
2007-08, he has held an Associateship at the Indian Institute of Advanced 
Study (IIAS) in Shimla, and also been a  recipient of the  Isaac Sequeira 
Memorial Award for delivering the best paper at a Melus-Melow confer-
ence. Sharma has authored Walt Whitman and Shorter Fiction of Raja 
Rao; co-authored Som P. Ranchan: Dialogue Epic in Indian English Poetry; 
edited one book, co-edited nine, translated one, and authored four poetry 
books alongside publishing over seventy papers and book chapters thus 
far. A celebrated academician who has also served as a Vice-Chancellor 
in  charge, he is well-known for  his creative writing as  well as  his aca-
demic prowess. Currently, he is the Joint Secretary of MELOW (the Society 
for the Study of the Multi-Ethnic Literatures of the World), a reputed aca-
demic organization with international linkages.
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¶ mAnpreet kAur kAng

Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, India 
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6375-1117

“Dehleez Ton PAAr (Crossing the Threshold):  
A Study of the Multiple Crossings in Selected Works  
of SurJeet KAlsey”

Diasporic Writers have written of the experiences of the immi-
grants in a new land and the angst, sense of loss, marginalization, 
insecurity, and the yearnings for home they experience as they 
negotiate the socio-cultural spaces of the host nation. They 
often delineate the impact of the host culture on the culture 
of the home country. Surjeet Kalsey, an Indian-Canadian writer 
who writes in both Punjabi, her mother tongue, and in English 
has in her writings engaged with all such concerns, but prominent 
in her work is her concern for women’s issues and the violence 
in the home. She urges women to overcome the restrictive bound-
aries imposed on them, to break free of the cycles of exploitation 
and work towards the actualization of their true potentials. Kalsey 
published her first collection of poetry in 1979 in Punjabi and has 
since, published poetry, short stories and drama in both English 
and Punjabi. A prolific writer, translator, editor, she has grown 
as a writer in both the Punjabi and English fields. As a certified family 
counsellor, she has access to the traumas and travails of women 
of Punjabi-Canadian households and has written about them 
in her works. Her contribution to the community and its literature 
can be judged from the fact that she was awarded the lifetime 
achievement award for her literature in 2014 by the Asian Studies 
Department, University of British Columbia. This paper will explore 
some of Kalsey’s writings to understand how the lives of the Pun-
jabi (Indian) women have changed by crossing over to a Western 
Continent. The paper will also see if the Diasporic Punjabi woman’s 
concerns have changed from the 70s to the current multicultural, 
transnational, global times, as according to Stuart Hall, “Diaspora 
identities are those which are constantly producing and reproduc-
ing themselves anew, through transformation and difference.” 
Another question that will be addressed is: Are there any differences 
in themes between the Punjabi and English works of Kalsey? This 
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would throw light on the allegation against writers, particularly 
the writers of the Diaspora that they write for a specific audience.

Keywords: Surjit Kalsey, Diaspora, women writers, Panjabi writer

Dr. Manpreet Kaur Kang is Professor of English at the University School 
of Humanities & Social Sciences, and also the Director, Students’ Wel-
fare at Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, New Delhi. She holds 
a Ph.D. from Panjab University and her areas of interest include Ameri-
can Literature, Writing of the Indian Diaspora and Gender Studies. She 
has a teaching and research experience of thirty one years, which includes 
teaching at  the  graduate and  undergraduate levels. She was a  Shas-
tri Fellow at the Department of English, University of British Columbia 
in Vancouver, Canada. 2009–10. She has four books and twenty research 
papers to her credit and is the Editor of a journal. She has been presenting 
papers at National and International Conferences regularly and has been 
mentoring Ph.D. and M.Phil. scholars. She is the current Secretary, MELOW 
(Multi-Ethnic Literatures of the World) and a member of the IASA Execu-
tive Council

¶ gül vArlı kArAArslAn

Baskent Üniversitesi, Türkiye
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6484-3136

“Meet Me in the Kitchen: TrAnsoceAnic Journey 
of Recipes And Visions of AfricA”

Since the beginning of the 21st century, food and foodways have 
become substantial in sustaining culinary heritage and restoring 
cultural identity. Cookbooks written by African and African American 
chefs, historians, and restauranteurs also reflect this urge to recognize 
African cultural identity through food and foodways. Opening a place 
for cookbooks in the U.S. culinary bookshelves that bind personal nar-
ratives with diverse ethnic and diasporic foodways invites the readers 
to interact with recipes from Africa that underline the richness of African 
culinary culture and transcultural foodways. Among the many, Hawa 
Hassan is a vibrant chef and an entrepreneur whose home country is 
Somalia. After long years spent in the United States away from her 
family as a refugee, Hassan reclaimed her connection with her family, 
cultural roots, and home by building bridges through food and food-
ways. Inspired by Somalian sauces, she initiated the Basbass Sauce 
Company in 2015. Hassan defines food as a language that enabled her 
to reconnect with her roots and make her feel grounded after years 
of assimilation in the United States. By traveling to Africa and col-
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lecting stories and recipes across Eritrea, Somalia, Kenya, Tanzania, 
Mozambique, South Africa, Madagascar, and Comoros, Hawa Hassan, 
and Julia Kurshen illustrate how food and its meaning change when it 
travels and how it continues to connect people, generations, and cul-
tures. The stories and recipes are compiled under the cookbook entitled, 
In Bibi’s Kitchen (2020). The cookbook consists of stories and recipes 
of bibis (grandmothers) from eight African countries coasting the Indian 
Ocean. As well as sustaining cultural legacy, the cookbook narrates 
how stories and flavors shift countries and cross borders. While some 
grandmothers remain in their home country, some have migrated 
to the U.S. and keep their home recipes to sustain their culture legacy 
and feel connected to home. Therefore, the influence of transoceanic 
journeys as well as the history of colonialism can be traced in recipes 
and stories. This paper discusses how Hawa Hassan explores Africa’s 
culinary and cultural diversity and builds personal and communal 
resilience through the recipes and stories in In Bibi’s Kitchen.

Keywords: Food and Travel Narratives, African Diaspora, Trans-
cultural Foodways, Culinary Culture, Cultural diversity

Gül Varlı Karaarslan graduated from the Department of American Cul-
ture and Literature, BA program at Başkent University, where she works 
as  an  Assistant Professor. She completed an  MS at  the  Department 
of Gender and Women’s Studies at Ankara University with a thesis on fem-
inist dramatic works and women’s theatres and an MA in British Cultural 
Studies at Hacettepe University, specializing in postcolonial drama. She 
received her Ph.D. in American Culture and Literature at Hacettepe Uni-
versity in 2022 with her dissertation entitled: Food, Identity and Black 
Masculinity in African American Chef Memoirs Written in the Twenty-
First Century. Her latest articles also focus on the intersections of food, 
ethnicity and gender. Her main interest areas are women’s literature, mod-
ern drama, food, and gender studies. She is the translator of the Feminist 
Utopia Project (2019). She is also a board member of the American Stud-
ies Association of Turkey and assistant editor of the Journal of American 
Studies of Turkey.

¶ orkun kocABıyık

Akdeniz Üniversitesi, Türkiye
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-8498-2587

“Rite of PAssAges in LiterAture: Time TrAveling”

The concept of time travel has been studied by various disciplines 
such as, Physics, Mathematics, Astronomy, Philosophy and Sociology. 
Even before the first publication of Albert Einstein’s article (1905) 
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concerning the “relativity,” time and travelling had already been 
initiated as leitmotifs into various literary works of in the second 
half of the nineteenth century. Taking some of the major novels 
and short stories into a subject matter, this study aims to illustrate 
that the time travels in literature function as rites de passage, a term 
first coined by Arnold Van Gennep. Through this vein, his methodologi-
cal classifications, namely “rites of separation”, “rites of transition”, 
and “rites of incorporations”, will shape the theoretical background 
of the literary works in hand: Enrique Gaspar’s El Anacronopete, Ray 
Bradbury’s short story “A Sound of Thunder” and Isaac Asimov’s 
The End of the Eternity. In order to elaborate the argument, questions 
such as, how do all the main characters in above-mentioned works, 
physically or mentally, experience a change? Through the classifica-
tions of Van Gennep, how do time machines function as thresholds 
for the main characters in their travels? 

Keywords: Time Travel, Literature, Rites of Passage

Orkun Kocabıyık is currently working as an associate professor at Akdeniz 
University, department of  English Language and  Literature. He holds 
a PhD from Ege University, thesis titled “Izmir as the Oriental Other in Brit-
ish Travel Writing Tradition.” His research interests and publications focus 
on nineteenth-century British Travel writing, Turkish literature in English, 
translation studies and cultural encounters. He is in the editorial board 
of Mediterranean Journal of Humanities. Besides, he has several translations 
on travel writing. The most recent translation is Ismeer of Smyrna and Its 
British Hospital in 1856 by a Lady into Turkish as Bir İngiliz Hemşirenin 
İzmir Hatıraları. He edited the collection with Jeanne Dubino, Elisabetta 
Marino and Andrew J. Smyth, entitled War in Travel Literature, published 
by Cambridge Scholars. Currently, he has been working on an edited collec-
tion project titled Turkish Writers in English: Turkish-Anglophone Voices 
in Literature which will be forthcoming from Routledge in 2024.

¶ mArie linos

University of Oxford, UK
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8046-0135

“‘An EnglishmAn in New York’ And More: 
A Story of AcAdemic MoBility And TrAnsAtlAntic TrAvel. 
The CAse of Arthur R. Burns in North AmericA (1926–1928)”

On October 18, 1926, Arthur Burns first stepped foot in Man-
hattan. The “unimpressive” Statue of Liberty was soon distanced, 
and the young scholar was left with the Manhattan skyline, which he 
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regarded as the “first glorious manifestations of the American civili-
zation.” Reunited with his wife, Eveline Richardson Burns, he settled 
in New York City and began his new life chapter. After obtaining their 
Ph.D. in economics from the London School of Economics in London, 
both Burns were awarded a postdoctoral fellowship from the Laura 
Spellman Rockefeller Memorial, an organization from the Rockefeller 
Foundation’s galaxy funding social sciences, to pursue their research 
in the United States. The couple spent the first few months in New 
York City, where they lived in an apartment next to Columbia Univer-
sity, where Arthur Burns became a lecturer in economics. They then 
traveled throughout the country, occasionally crossing the borders 
to visit parts of Canada. Arthur Burns recounted his research trip in his 
travel diary. He described his research work, a study of competition 
in industry, but also his life beyond this professional setting: his hiking 
trips with his wife, the evenings spent at restaurants, theaters, with 
friends. The journal reflects not only his research activities, but also 
his social and intimate relationships, and his impressions as a for-
eigner navigating the United States. His testimony displays a young 
academic meeting the American intellectual elite, who is starving 
for cultural experiences, and practicing tourism in iconic places. He is 
a commentator on American social and economic life—his research 
in economics leads him to meet industrialists, workers, and union 
representatives—and is also invested in political stakes. Having arrived 
just before the midterm elections held in November 1926, he was 
introduced to high-standing political figures by his American friends. 
Arthur Burns examines American society from the perspective 
of a scholar, tourist, expat, or young, cultivated Englishman. His diary 
provides a vivid account of American intellectual, economic, and politi-
cal life during the 1920s

Keywords: Travel diary, academic mobility, Laura Spelman Rock-
efeller Memorial, social sciences, North America, transatlantic 
travel, couple

Marie Linos is a historian of science and gender. Following her master’s 
degree in history from the Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB, Belgium), she 
went on to study the history of science and science studies at the Ecole 
des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales in Paris. She then completed her 
doctoral thesis at the ULB in December 2021 focusing on the transatlan-
tic circulations of the social sciences during the interwar period. This work 
provided a comprehensive overview of social sciences’ organization, their 
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scientific community, and their intellectual programs, through the analysis 
of a colossal undertaking, the Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, edited 
by economists Alvin Johnson and Edwin Seligman, between 1930 and 1935. 
The archival material used in the dissertation prompted her to examine 
the issue of academic endogamy. Since 2022, Marie Linos’ research has been 
devoted to the study of academic couples, namely scholars who shared their 
work and intimacy. After a first postdoctoral experience at the Department 
of the History of Science at Harvard University in 2022, supported by the Bel-
gian American Educational Foundation, she is currently a Wiener-Anspach 
postdoctoral fellow at the Faculty of History at the University of Oxford 
and  a  Junior Research Fellow at  Wolfson College. Her  current research 
interests include the history of female social scientists, the matrimonial 
and domestic relationships in science, and the impact of gender on science 
production.

¶ giuliA mAgro

Sapienza University of Rome, Italy
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-9048-8278

“From MedievAl TrAvel NArrAtives to the PlAnetAry 
RomAnce: Alien Encounters in EdgAr Rice Burroughs’ 
A Princess of Mars”

Edgar Rice Burroughs, one of the most popular authors of early 
science fiction, has been credited with the invention of the science 
fictional subgenre of the planetary romance, consisting in escapist 
tales set on another planet among alien species. The planetary 
romance departs from traditional science fictional conventions in that 
it does not adhere to plausible scientific laws as science fictional 
stories generally do, often giving special attention to monsters, 
exotic settings, swordplay, supernatural powers, and romance as well 
as to encounters between the main hero and alien beings whose 
society often resembles that of Earth’s premodern past. This kind 
of plotline was heavily influenced not only by frontier narratives 
describing the US expansion westward, but also by travelogues 
and what John Rieder has defined as “medievalist and imperial” sto-
ries about lost races and marvelous journeys of the late nineteenth 
century, in turn taking inspiration from medieval travel narratives. 
In this light, the paper aims to analyze the way Burroughs’ A Princess 
of Mars, the first novel of his Barsoom series, depicts the encounter 
between self and Other articulated through the attitude of the main 
hero John Carter toward the alien species he encounter and interacts 
with during his travels on Mars. In particular, the paper argues that 
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the novel’s attentive descriptions of the flora, fauna, and hybrid 
inhabitants on the planet, which show an indebtedness on the part 
of Burroughs to travelogues and ethnographic writing, reveals a simi-
lar anxiety, engendered by the alien Others’ hybridity and blurring 
of boundaries between human and nonhuman, to that expressed 
toward the monstrous beings populating medieval travel narra-
tives, encyclopedias, mappae mundi, and chivarlic romances. Thus, 
the paper aims to demonstrate that, just as these medieval sources 
present journeying as a source of anxiety derived from the encounter 
with monstrous Others, so Burroughs’s depiction of the uncivilized 
medieval-like monstrous creatures Carter encounters in the strange 
and hostile wilderness upon his arrival on Mars serves to reassert 
the boundaries of the human or, rather, of the normative exclusion-
ary conception of the human as white, western male.

Keywords: science fiction, medievalism, alien alterity, monsters, 
Edgar Rice Burroughs

Giulia Magro is a Ph.D. candidate in Studies in English Literatures, Language, 
and Translation at the University of Rome La Sapienza, in cotutelle with 
the University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland. She graduated with a Mas-
ter of Arts in Linguistic, Literary and Translation Studies at the University 
of  Rome La Sapienza, with a  dissertation titled “The Knight Keeps Set-
ting Forth: An Analysis of the Continuity of Medieval Chivalric Romances 
in American Literature.“ Her doctoral project aims to analyze the presence 
of medievalisms in selected works of United States science fiction and specu-
lative fiction of the late twentieth century and early twenty-first century 
from a ecocritical posthumanist theoretical framework. Her current research 
interests include the pervasiveness of medievalism(s) in American litera-
ture and culture, focusing in particular on speculative fiction and science 
fiction, and the applications of ecocritical and posthumanist approaches 
for the study of novels

¶ AnnA mAJ

University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3958-267X

“New AmericAn GrAnd Tours And TrAvel NArrAtives 
of Video Bloggers: Leisure, CulturAl Myths And Crisis 
MAnAgement in VisuAl Storytelling” 

The article looks at the travel narratives of Polish video 
bloggers who treat the journey through the Americas as a con-

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3958-267X
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temporary Grand Tour. Video blogs and their visual storytelling 
are becoming tools for describing the world in the digital era. 
In this context, the Americas take on the meaning of a world 
that is both close and distant simultaneously. Travelling 
on both continents of the other hemisphere is character-
ized by a double clash of civilizations and a confrontation 
with one’s imagination created based on contacts with 
the media and culture of both Americas. It is also a clash 
with the myth of America and, at the same time, a story 
about the role of a blogger as a narrator, consolidating his 
audience and the network community in the role of looking 
beyond the horizon and behind the scenes of “real America”. 
The research will use the analysis of the content of audiovisual 
material collected on selected travel channels on YouTube 
and elements of netnographic analysis of virtual communities 
centred around such vlogs as Busem przez świat, Bez Planu, 
Planeta Abstrakcja or Interameryka. Various ways for vloggers 
to achieve audience engagement and the tension between 
rest and work, as well as between free discovery and crisis 
management accompanying the story of travel at the micro 
and macro level, will be presented concerning global phenom-
ena such as pandemic or armed conflicts and their echoes.

Keywords: media studies, digital narratives, visual storytell-
ing, travel videoblogs

Anna Maj, Ph.D., cultural and media studies expert, communicologist; 
assistant professor at  the  Institute of  Cultural Studies of  the  Uni-
versity of Silesia in Katowice, former Vice-Director of  the  Institute 
(2012–2019). Her  main research interests are: new media, cyber 
arts, media anthropology, communication behaviours, user experi-
ence, travel narrations, digital memory. Author of two monographs: 
Media w podróży (Media in  Travel, 2008, 2010) and  Przemiany 
wiedzy w cyberkulturze (Transformations of Knowledge in Cyber-
culture, 2021), scientific editor of 9 multi-author monographs on new 
media, cultural communication and digital art (Brill, Leiden; Rodopi, 
Amsterdam-New York; Inter-Disciplinary Press, Oxford). Cultmedia 
(International Network for Culture and Media) Scientific Board Mem-
ber (from 2022), Steering Group Member and Steering Group & Project 
Leader in  Inter-Disciplinary Net (Oxford) (2008–2016), Enable Net-
work Member (2012–2013).
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¶ liliiA mAkAlA

University of Graz, Austria
https://orcid.org/0009-0003-3861-4403

“‘Yet Mute with Wondering Awe, the New World 
Meets the Old’: The ChArActer of PocAhontAs 
As the EmBodiment of ‘TerrA IncognitA’ 
in TrAnsnAtionAl TrAvel Discourses”

“Yet mute with wondering awe, the New World meets the Old,”—
these lines from Lydia Sigourney’s poem “Pocahontas” (1841) 
reflect the feelings European settlers had during their first 
encounter with America. This exploration of the New World’s 
places by the Old World’s people gave birth to transnational travel 
discourses, including the story of Pocahontas. While having sev-
eral historical and fictional representations, it depicts a daughter 
of Native American Chief Powhatan, who is believed to save the life 
of the English Captain John Smith after his arrival at the colonial 
settlement of Jamestown, Virginia. In this paper, I will analyze 
how Pocahontas is depicted in transnational travel discourses. 
I will explore, compare, and contrast her historical and fictional 
representations by taking a look at Captain John Smith’s narra-
tives A True Relation of Virginia (1608) and The Generall Historie 
(1624), Walt Disney’s animation film Pocahontas (1995), Daniele J. 
Suissa’s film Pocahontas: The Legend (1995), and Terrence Malick’s 
film The New World (2005). This way, I will shed light on the ways 
in which transnational travel discourses have perpetuated colo-
nial perspectives and stereotypes of Indigenous people. I show 
that the fictional and historical representations of the ‘Princess 
of the New World’ are quite different (for instance, the relationship 
of Pocahontas and John Smith is frequently romanticized in fiction, 
even though the latter depicts her as a child rather than a woman 
of interest in his historical narrative. I will also argue that both 
fictional and historical representations of Pocahontas show her 
as the embodiment of terra incognita. Her free-spirited, rebellious, 
and (to a certain extent) savage nature reflects the Eurocentric 
view on the unfamiliar and mysterious world that Captain John 
Smith and other settlers encountered when traveling from the Old 
World (Europe) to the New World (Americas). In other words, I will 
make a journey across historical and fictional representations 
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of Pocahontas in transnational travel discourses with the purpose 
of, citing Walt Disney’s Pocahontas, constructing “a bridge of love 
between two worlds.”

Keywords: New World, Terra Incognita, Native Americans,  
Pocahontas, Eurocentrism

Liliia Makala, B.A., M.A., was born in  Ternopil, Ukraine. From  2010 
to 2015, she studied at the Department of Foreign Languages of Terno-
pil Volodymyr Hnatiuk National Pedagogical University. In 2014, Liliia got 
a bachelor’s degree (B.A.) with a thesis on Alice Munro (“The Narrative 
Strategy in the Collection of Short Stories ‘Hateship, Friendship, Courtship, 
Loveship, Marriage’ by Alice Munro”). In 2015, she also obtained the quali-
fication of  a  philologist and  a  teacher of  English, German, and  world 
literature. During her studies in Ternopil Volodymyr Hnatiuk National Peda-
gogical University, Liliia also taught English and world literature at Ternopil 
Cooperative Trade and Economics College and Ternopil School №3. Since 
2016, she has studied at the Department of English and American Stud-
ies of the University of Graz. In 2019, Liliia got a master’s degree (M.A.) 
with a thesis on Stephen King (“Scary Things: Stephen King’s Subtle Horror 
as a Critique of U.S. American Society”). In the summer semester of 2021, 
she taught a  literary studies seminar on  Stephen King (“The  King 
of Horror or the Servant of Profit: Stephen King’s Role in the American 
Literary Canon”) at  the University of Graz, as well as an  “Introduction 
to Literary Studies I” seminar (which she also taught in the summer semes-
ter of 2022). Liliia is currently working on her Ph.D. thesis on U.S. war fiction 
(Battles of the Uncanny: Gothic Subtexts in U.S. War Literature and Cin-
ema), which she plans to finish by September 2023. 

¶ sAptArshi mAllick

Sukanta Mahavidyalaya, University of North Bengal, India 
https://orcid.org/0009-0006-8000-7780

“SolidArity Amidst Differences: 
LAdy ABAlA Bose’s SoJourn in AmericA”

Travel is a fundamental part of human experience, providing 
opportunities for cultural exchange and promoting global fel-
lowship beyond national boundaries. As globalization intensifies 
the “habits of coexistence”, travel and cross-cultural contact 
negate differences towards an “openness to the world.” The result-
ing acculturated “in-between space” emerges from affiliating 
the “distinct, even disjunct” with one another in the spirit of a “right 
to difference in equality,” where intellectual and creative open-
ness accelerate the “[d]issolution of ego boundaries” and develops 
the contact zone. Lady Abala Bose’s travelogues exemplify this 
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concept by locating her empathy and humanism through an inter-
cultural self-understanding that leads to global understanding. 
Her American travel writings create a cultural synthesis essential 
for the critical cosmopolitan perspective of a traveler. With her 
anti-autoethnographic approach, Bose observes life processes 
accepting cultural alterity, and interrogating the “anti-conquest” 
point of view of the “seeing man” to emerge as a “feeling individual” 
who embraces diversity along with its cultural and psychological 
paradigms to appreciate “what distinguishes us from each other.” 
This paper aims to examine how Lady Bose’s American travelogue 
negotiates similarity and difference and emphasizes the impor-
tance of “habits of coexistence” to create a new type of travel 
writing that focuses not only on what we see but, how we see. 

Keywords: Lady Abala Bose, Travel Writing, Cosmopolitanism, 
Intercultural Understanding, Globalization

Dr Saptarshi Mallick is an  Assistant Professor of  English, Sukanta 
Mahavidyalaya, Dhupguri, Jalpaiguri, University of North Bengal. He has 
been a Charles Wallace India Trust (doctoral) Fellow and an UKIERI Fellow 
in 2016—2017 in the U.K. He is an Ernst Mach Fellow 2019—2020 (postdoc-
toral) at the Karl—Franzens—Universität Graz, Austria. He has been visiting 
faculty in the Summer Semester of 2020 at the Karl—Franzens—Univer-
sität Graz, Austria. His monograph Connecting Spaces: The Travelogues 
and  Letters of  Lady Abala Bose has been accepted for  publication 
by Routledge, Taylor & Francis. He has edited seven anthologies, among 
them most recently Śūdraka’s Mrcchakatikā: A Reader (Birutjatio, 2022). 
He is an Associate Editor of Gitanjali and Beyond, an international, open 
access e-journal of  the Scottish Centre of Tagore Studies (ScoTs), Edin-
burgh. For  further information, see: http://sukantamahavidyalaya.
ac.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Saptarshi-Mallick.pdf?subject_
name=english#parentVerticalTab2 Email: saptarshieng@gmail.com

¶ mAxime d. mckennA

JFK Institute, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4859-1968

“From SuperhighwAy to HyperreAlity: 
The InfrAstructure of ‘AstrAl AmericA’”

During a series of road-trips undertaken in the 1970s, the French 
theorist Jean Baudrillard encountered an American West that 
had become a laboratory of hyperreality. This “Astral America” 
extended to the deserts, suburbs, and sprawling metropoli 
of the former frontier and was to be found in the “marvelously 
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affectless succession of signs, images, faces, and ritual acts 
on the road” (50). Ostensibly in the U.S. in an academic capacity, 
Baudrillard proudly forewent libraries and lecture halls in favor 
of his private automobile, which he piloted through the desert 
at high speed, taking in the swirling housing tracts, strip-malls, 
motels, and other roadside simulacra of the American dream. 
Not being native to them, Baudrillard could see in these spaces 
what otherwise eluded his American colleagues, who had turned 
their backs on them “as the Greeks turned their back on the sea” 
(66). This fifteen-minute presentation takes an infrastructural 
approach to Baudrillard’s observations about “Astral America,” 
published in 1986 as America (trans. 1988). In this work of trav-
elogue-theory, Baudrillard claims the perspective of an outside 
observer, but he displays a not-uncharacteristic American 
attraction to the space of the road, begging the question: 
what is the link between postmodern theory and automobile 
infrastructure? This presentation uses Cotten Seiler’s concept 

“apparatus of automobility” (2008) to interrogate the material 
and discursive relations between Baudrillard’s text and the period 
in the history of American automobility in which it emerges. 
Just as the Interstate Highway was solidifying the private car’s 
supremacy, the OPEC oil embargo brought the petroleum-powered, 
auto-mobile ideal of the good life into crisis, opening intellectual 
inroads for thinking the U.S.’s hyperreal self-production while 
aboard the nation’s superhighways. Finally, this presentation 
proposes an infrastructural account of the postmodern moment 
that would situate concepts from French theory and their uptake 
in the American academy within a context of transnationally 
mediated transport infrastructures.

Keywords: infrastructure, automobility, postmodernism, hyper-
reality, French theory

Max McKenna is a PhD candidate at the Graduate School of North Ameri-
can Studies, Freie Universität Berlin. His scholarly writing has been published 
in AmLit—American Literatures and The Journal of Modern Literature, with 
other essays appearing in PopMatters, Chicago Review, and The Millions, 
among others. His dissertation project, entitled Interstates: California Noir 
and the Infrastructure of Neoliberalism, 1956–92, examines popular cul-
tural responses to the space of the superhighway in the age of the American 
interstate highway. Email: m.mckenna@fu-berlin.de
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¶ mAnlio dellA mArcA

University of Parma, Italy 
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3174-1277

“EzrA Pound’s Journey from TrAvel Writing to Epic 
Writing” (on-site)

Multilingual poet, literary critic, radio speaker, Confucian 
fascist, conspiracy theorist, experimental translator, incendiary 
pamphleteer, travel writer and writing traveler, Ezra Pound (1885-
1972) is one of the most visible and controversial literary figures 
of the twentieth century. Recently, the American critic Alec Marsh 
has provocatively suggested that, were Pound still alive, “today 
he would be a hyper-active blogger.” Pound’s multidimensional 
career and uncompromising life encapsulate crucial questions about 
the role of the artist in modern society: What is the relationship 
between experimental art and extreme political views? Why do we 
make art? Can art change the world? Probably this explains why 
scholars with very different interests and political leanings feel still 
compelled to discuss his work, life, and radical politics. In this talk, 
I discuss A Walking Tour in Southern France— Richard Sieburth’s 
critical edition of Pound’s notes made during his 1912 walking tour 
in France—alongside selected passages from The Cantos in order 
to show how Pound’s “epic” mode of writing owes much to his 
early interest in and experimentation with travel writing. The talk 
also examines the ways in which Pound’s modernist travel writ-
ing both derives from and reinvents a rich tradition of American 
travel writing that includes such notable writers as Washington 
Irving, Mark Twain, and Henry James.

Keywords: Ezra Pound, modernism, travel writing

Manlio Della Marca (www.manliodm.com) holds a Ph.D. in Literatures 
in English from “Sapienza” University of Rome and specializes in American 
literature, literary modernism, and comparative media studies. Recently, he 
has been selected to teach American literature at the university of Parma 
as part of the American Studies Initiative 2023, a program co-sponsored 
by the U.S. Embassy in Italy, the Italian Association for North American 
Studies and the Rome Center for American Studies. From 2017 to 2022, 
he was an  Assistant Professor of  American literature at  LMU Munich, 
where he was also the co-curator of the Eva Hesse Archive of Modernism 
and Literary Translation. His publications include essays on Ezra Pound, 
Edith Wharton, Thomas Pynchon, Philip K. Dick, Maxine Hong Kingston, 
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and Leslie Marmon Silko. He is currently working on a book project titled 
Homo Legens: Modes and Moods of Reading from the Puritans to Twit-
ter and will be co-editing a critical edition of the Pound-Hesse letters. Since 
2019 he has served as Book Review Editor of the Review of International 
American Studies (RIAS), the flagship journal of the International Ameri-
can Studies Association.

¶ renAtA nowAczewskA 

University of Szczecin, Poland
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-3766-8966

“Cold WAr Encounters: Rockefeller And Ford 
FoundAtions’ Reports  
on Their Visits to EAstern Europe” 

With the opening of the travelling possibilities, first to Western 
and then to Eastern Europe, Rockefeller Foundation and later 
on Ford Foundation officers undertook the hardships in order 
to visit the countries that had been benefiting from the Founda-
tion’s generous stipend, scholarship, fellowship and aid programs 
in the Inter-War Period. In an attempt to resume scientific coop-
eration, induce research, develop educational facilities, and locate 
prospective individuals, the officers set off on their missions. 
The paper examines the travelling experiences the officers had 
while visiting among others Polish universities, research centers 
meeting with both scientists and authorities. In their extensive, 
extremely detailed diaries they share their impressions of the liv-
ing and working conditions, difficulties people had to encounter, 
problems the scientists were facing. They evaluated candidates, 
estimated their intellectual aptitude, and the needs of local research 
centers. In their diaries the officers analyzed the political situa-
tion in both Western and Eastern Europe. Trying to steer away 
from grand politics, however, the officers’ encounters served first 
hand intelligence materials that the Department of State was 
more than eager to utilize; it gave the inner look into the needs 
and hardships of the behind the Iron Curtain scientific world, provid-
ing first-hand experience of the life in the Communist dominated 
countries, played a role in determining the candidate selections 
for the fellowships (often times resulting in their future career 
success or failure) and many more.

Keywords: Cold War, private foundations, officers’ diaries
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Renata Nowaczewska is an Assistant Professor of History and American 
Studies at the University of Szczecin, Poland. She has published articles, 
book chapters on  philanthropy in  international context, social welfare, 
foundations and  their interactions with the  government. Her  award-
winning book on public and private unemployment relief during the Great 
Depression discusses the role private foundations and community funds 
played in  H. Hoover’s and  F. D. Roosevelt’s administrations, cooper-
ating, or  competing with their relief efforts. Her  research interests lie 
in the history of philanthropy, foreign aid, social history and intellectual 
history, exchange programs and the role international actors play within 
broadly defined transnational relations. Her current book project explores 
the mechanisms of reinforcing/implementing democratic values through 
the exchange programs and other cultural activities during the Cold War 
period in  select European countries. She has explored the  role the  big 
foundations (Ford and Rockefeller Foundations) played in organizing help 
to the refugees and escapees from the Eastern Europe.

¶ eiko ohirA

Otusma University, Tokyo, Japan
https://orcid.org/0009-0007-2780-8674

“The 1893 World’s PArliAment of Religions As A ContAct 
Zone: JApAnese Buddhists’ ChAllenge  
to CulturAl ImperiAlism”

In 1893, The World’s Parliament of religions in connection with 
the Columbian Exposition of 1893 was held in Chicago. The basic 
idea of the Congress was the reconciliation of religions. How-
ever, the organizers’ intention was to confirm the supremacy 
of Christianity by incorporating other heterogeneous religions 
within the Christian framework. Behind the divergence between 
the liberal-oriented purpose of the conference and the intentions 
of the organizers was a sense of crisis on the part of the American 
churches at the time about the declining influence of Christian-
ity. There was also a desire for a new type of religion among 
the people who were not satisfied with the established religions, 
and the rise of theosophy, which prompted the popularity of Bud-
dhism. On the other hand, Japan at this time was in the process 
of modernization after the Meiji Restoration, and the urgent 
issue was to reform and modernize Buddhism. Japan was also 
forced to deal with the skepticism of Western Buddhist scholars 
toward the orthodoxy of Mahayana Buddhism. In the midst of this 
crisis, Japanese Buddhists were acquiring a perspective that 
relativized traditional Buddhism and reinterpreted it as a world 
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religion with universality through active exchanges with overseas 
Buddhist scholars. Japanese Buddhists saw the global confer-
ence of religions held under these circumstances as an excellent 
opportunity to clear up Western misconceptions about Buddhism 
and to demonstrate its effectiveness in the modern age. In line 
with the purpose of the conference, which was based on religious 
liberalism (reconciliation and dialogue among religions), the Bud-
dhist delegation arrived at the conference venue with a new 
reading of Japanese Buddhism as a religion appropriate for modern 
society. Their presentations were generally well received, taking 
into consideration the religious situation in the U.S. at that time, 
when a universal, rational, ethical religion was being sought. It is 
significant that the vision of relativizing Christianity was raised 
at the global conference, opening the way for further dialogue 
with the rest of the world. This was the epoch-making signifi-
cance and role of this conference as a contact zone.

Keywords: Dialogue among religions, Lafcadio Hearn, Toki Horyu, 
Shaku Soen

Dr. Eiko Ohira is currently a  Professor of  English at  Otusma Univer-
sity in  Tokyo, Japan. She is a  Professor Emeritus at  Tsuru University 
in Yamanashi, Japan. She has worked on British fiction of the 19th and 20th 
centuries, with particular reference to Wuthering Heights and A Passage 
to India, and published a book on Wuthering Heights in 1993. Since 2001, 
the year of my visit to Delhi as a visiting scholar affiliated with the Univer-
sity of Delhi, her research interest was switched to Indian writing in English, 
with particular reference to Indo-Pakistani partition novels and women’s 
writing, and published Subjected Subcontinent: Sectarian and Sexual 
Lines in Indian Writing in English, a Japanese version in 2015, and an Eng-
lish one in 2016 from Oxford Peter Lang, a kind of cultural series. Her recent 
publications include essays on Rabindranath Tagore’s writing in English 
and Japanese writing in English in the early 20th century.

¶ BArBArA orzeł

University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7298-3155

“EnchAnted By the AmericAnness(?).  
TrAveling to AmericA through Consumption”

The American myth fires up the imagination. It is undoubtedly 
fascinating how the culture, civilization and society of a relatively 
young country can currently shape and effectively influence 
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the world to such an extent. Buying certain items produced 
by American brands can “bring us closer” to this lifestyle and cul-
ture (even without travelling to that country). The presentation 
reflects on this intensification of consumption based on the vision 
of America presented in movies, TV series, reality shows, 
the internet and social media (movie stars, celebrities, influencers), 
some kind of “virtual travel” through “objects” (clothes, foods, 
cosmetics, gadgets, etc.) carrying “Americanness”. The first part 
analyses the popular American stereotypes and the American 
Myth, a paradoxical phenomenon, full of contradictions (described 
by Jean Baudrillard). The author focuses on the popularity 
of certain brands which are the “essence” of the American life 
and rethinks the influence of the processes of McDonaldization, 
disneyization and appleization on modern culture.

Keywords: American Myth, consumption, semiotics, appleization 
of culture

Barbara Orzeł, Ph.D. is a culture and media expert and assistant profes-
sor at the Institute of Cultural Studies of the University of Silesia. She is 
the author of: Cultural and Social Contexts of the COVID-19 Pandemic 
(Katowice 2021), Mobile Application as a Cultural Phenomenon (Kato-
wice 2017) and The Appleization of Culture. Changing Communication 
Behavior in  the  Context of  New Media (Katowice 2014). She is also 
the Editor of the volume What is new in new media? Transformations, 
perspectives, expectations (Katowice 2019). Her  research interests 
include: digital humanities, media anthropology, sociology of fashion, 
sociology of consumption, public relations. RG: https://www.research-
gate.net/profile/Barbara-Orzel

¶ ceylAn ÖzcAn

Hacettepe Üniversitesi, Türkiye
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-9440-7471

“NomAdic Notions:  
Life on the RoAd in Chloé ZhAo’s Nomadland”

Based partly on Jessica Bruder’s 2017 nonfiction book 
Nomadland: Surviving America in the Twenty-First Century, 
Chloé Zhao’s 2020 film Nomadland received praise from profes-
sional critics and won several awards including three Academy 
Awards in 2021 for Best Picture, Best Director and Best Actress. 
Set in 2011, in the wake of the 2008 recession, the film pres-
ents the story of sixty-one-year old Fern (played by Frances 
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McDormand) as she travels across the American West looking 
for work and taking on seasonal and odd jobs. Her nomadic 
lifestyle starts due to economic and physical displacement after 
the US Gypsum plant in Empire Nevada where she works shuts 
down. Having lost her husband, her job, the company home, 
and the whole town, Fern packs her life into her van and hits 
the road. The film follows Fern on a healing journey, meeting 
and sharing with other modern-day nomads, learning about 
survival and people who have formed kinship and communities. 
While these encounters and friendships demonstrate the joys 
and independence of this alternative way of life, they also 
offer a glimpse of the various social and economic factors that 
caused some to freely choose, and others to be forced to lead 
a mobile lifestyle. This paper will examine how the film celebrates 
the free spirit and resilience of these often-times marginal-
ized people and their unconventional lifestyle, and also how it 
reveals their precarious economic situations as transient labor-
ers or “workampers.” Although it is set against a romanticized 
Western landscape full of beautiful open spaces, by presenting 
economic inequalities and problems in the healthcare and social 
security systems, the film also shows the reality behind such 
American national ideals as self-reliance, freedom, individual-
ism and myths such as the American Dream.

Keywords: Nomadland, Film Studies, American West, van-dwelling, 
modern-day nomads

Ceylan Özcan is an Assist. Prof. and lecturer at the Department of Ameri-
can Culture and Literature at Hacettepe University in Turkey. She received 
her M.A. in 2001 with her thesis titled “Charlie Chaplin: The Evolution 
of Charlie, The Tramp.” She received her Ph.D. in 2008 from the same 
department with her dissertation entitled “Trauma Revisited: World 
Trade Center and The Guys as Empowering Representations of the Col-
lective Trauma of  9/11.” Özcan teaches courses on  Classical Western 
Literature, The  American Novel, American Drama, and  American Cul-
tural Concepts. She also teaches and speaks in international conferences 
on  her research focuses which include Film Studies, Trauma Studies, 
Jewish American Culture and Literature and Theater. She enjoys working 
on theater projects and directing plays at her department.
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¶ AnitA pAtterson

Boston University, USA
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-2530-3628

“RoBert HAyden, T. S. Eliot, And The Middle PAssAge”

In 1966, during the First Fisk University Writers’ Conference, 
Robert Hayden, whose Ballad of Remembrance had recently been 
awarded the Grand Prix at the Third World Festival of Negro 
Arts in Dakar, said “Let’s quit saying we’re black writers writing 
to black folks—it has been given an importance it should not have.” 
As a result, Hayden was attacked as “a traitor to his race.” It is 
relatively well known that Hayden was profoundly influenced 
by T. S. Eliot, but more should be said about how his engage-
ment with Eliot’s modernism has importance for the ongoing 
reappraisal of the Black Arts era. One of Hayden’s best-known 
poems, “Middle Passage,” offers a collage of voices and perspec-
tives drawn from ship’s logs and memoirs by slave traders as well 
as other documents he discovered while researching in the archives 
of the Schomburg Center in New York. This paper will show how, 
by placing The Waste Land in a dialogue with Hayden’s “Middle 
Passage,” we will gain new insights into Eliot’s poem. Decades 
ago, Henry Louis Gates developed a concept of “motivated 
signifying” that could be used to denote a mode of cross-racial 
repetition and revision serving “to create a space for the revising 
text” and “alter[ing] fundamentally the way we read the tradi-
tion, by defining the relation of the text at hand to the tradition.” 
Exploring how, taken together, Hayden’s allusions to works 
by Shakespeare, Coleridge, and John Greenleaf Whittier constitute 
signifying on Eliot, in Gates’s sense, I will demonstrate how this 
changes the way we read Eliot’s The Waste Land with regard 
to the haunting presence of the Middle Passage in the poem. 
By acknowledging this crucial but neglected aspect of Eliot’s 
legacy, we can better explain how the Black Arts Movement laid 
a foundation for poetry by Michael Harper, Rita Dove, and others.

Keywords: Modernism, Race, Middle Passage, Poetry

Anita Patterson is Professor of  English at  Boston University. She is 
the author of From Emerson to King: Democracy, Race, and the Politics 
of Protest (Oxford University Press, 1997) and Race, American Literature 
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and Transnational Modernisms (Cambridge University Press, 2008). She 
is currently researching how the widening popularity of  Japonisme fos-
tered an American literary tradition of transpacific exchange that extends 
from Emerson and T.S. Eliot up through the Black Chicago Renaissance 
and the haiku-inspired poetry of Robert Hayden and Richard Wright.

¶ elisA pesce 

University of Glasgow, UK
https://orcid.org/0009-0007-2011-6202

“TrAvel And the Self 
in MAggie ShipsteAd’s The Great Circle”

This paper presents travel as the nexus between the two 
protagonists of Maggie Shipstead’s The Great Circle (2021): avia-
tor Marian Graves, whose passion for flight and physical travel 
around the globe in the 1950s doubles as, and intensifies, an inner 
journey of self-discovery, and Hadley Baxter, a contemporary Hol-
lywood actress who interprets Marian in a biopic and, through 
this experience, identifies with her, expanding her consciousness 
and constructing herself as woman. Marian and Hadley have similar, 
tragic family histories and, despite living a century apart, are both 
subject to the violence and constraints of a patriarchal society 
that deprives women of agency and condemns the transgression 
of gender roles. Consequently, the novel deploys multiple forms 
of travel and travel writing to ask what it means to be a women 
in the United States and explore the contribution of physical 
and metaphorical journey to the discovery of the self, other people 
and the world. While close in scope to canonical male travel nar-
ratives, I argue that The Great Circle juxtaposes different texts 
(Marian’s logbook, a novel and a biography based on it, and Hadley’s 
movie) and, therefore, different accounts of Marian’s life, to raise 
questions about the very possibility of knowing anything or any-
body. The novel simultaneously denounces women’s objectification 
by presenting both Marian and Hadley as public figures constructed 
by others: Marian’s logbook is fictionalised and published without 
her consent, while Handley exists only in the characters that she 
plays and the image that the tabloids project of her. Shipstead’s 
ambiguous use of the symbolism of the circle further complicates 
the novel’s epistemological inquiry by betraying expectations about 
closure and continuity: in the end, the two protagonists find self-
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awareness and freedom in the acknowledgement that closure is 
just a fantasy, but one that must nevertheless be pursued because, 
as the woman who pays for her flight tells Marian, ‘The experience 
is the thing. You. Not some imaginary line on the globe’ (Shipstead 
2021). Thus, all circles and journeys in the novel remain open-ended 
and merge with one another, connecting people and experiences 
across space and time.

Keywords: travel in American fiction, women and travel, The Great 
Circle, travel as self-discovery

Elisa Pesce (she/her) is a Year 3 PhD student in English Literature at the Uni-
versity of Glasgow. Her research project investigates the reasons underlying 
the omission of women from models of fictional maximalism by assessing 
the scope and implications of this literary mode in the framework of con-
temporary cultural production in the United States. Moreover, it correlates 
ongoing issues around minorities’ discrimination to hegemonic standards 
of genre and canon formation, demonstrating their connection to ques-
tions of power. Elisa has published in JAm It! (Journal of American Studies 
in Italy) and presented her research outputs at various international con-
ferences. In April 2022, she organized and chaired the International Panel 

“Fictional Maximalism and The Americas: New Voices, New Perspectives” 
for the Andrew Hook Centre for American Studies in Glasgow. She is cur-
rently a GTA at the University of Glasgow and a tutor for The Brilliant Club.

¶ mAksim pelmegov 

University of Debrecen, Hungary
https://orcid.org/0009-0005-2796-9051

“Rye BreAd And Friendship: RussiAn FAmine of 1891–1892 
And AmericAn Relief OfficiAls’ TrAvel Writing”

When European Russia was hit with crop failure and later 
famine in the winter of 1891–1892, Americans initiated exten-
sive relief campaign, ranging from cash donations to sending 
five steamers to Russia with foodstuffs, wheat, and basic 
commodities alongside with relief officials whose task was 
to regulate and supervise relief distribution to famine-stricken 
areas in cooperation with the Russian government. Their reports 
and published notes on their visits to the Russian Empire became 
a noteworthy and distinctive source of the American image 
of Russia and its inhabitants. This presentation examines works 
of two relief officials. The first one is William Edgar (1856–1932), 
editor of the Northwestern Miller and one of the first Americans 
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to publicly call for relief. With cooperation from Minnesota’s mill-
ing industry, State Governor William Merriam, as well as railway 
and transportation companies, he secured the steamer Missouri 
loaded with foodstuffs and sailed for Russia in March of 1892. 
Based on his trip he wrote The Russian Famine of 1891 and 1892 
(1893). The second one is Francis Reeves (1836–1922), a prominent 
banker who was commissioned by the Philadelphia Permanent 
Relief Committee to travel later in April-May on Conemaugh. 
He published his travel impressions in a book format 25 years 
later in Russia Then and Now, 1892–1917 (1917), apparently due 
to the increasing cooperation between the two countries dur-
ing World War I. Both relief administrators attended official 
welcoming ceremonies organized by the Russian government 
and inspected villages struggling with famine. They gave their 
personal views on causes of famine, efficiency of the Russian 
government in tackling it, and commented on the Russian 
peasantry and agricultural development. Both shared their opin-
ions on other topics relevant to the image of Russia in the U.S., 
including the treatment of Russian Jews and the Russian exile 
system. Both authors personally visited Russia during its crisis 
and claimed authority on account of their eye-witness status 
while describing the “Other”. In this capacity, they contributed 
to the discussion regarding prospects of Russian modernization 
and traits of Russian national character in American society.

Keywords: The Russian Empire, the United States, travel writing, 
The Russian famine of 1891–1892, relief officials

Maksim Pelmegov, a  PhD student at  the  Doctoral School of  Literary 
and Cultural Studies, University of Debrecen, does research in the U.S.-
Russian relations and cultural contacts at the turn of the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. He earned both his BA and MA degrees 
in  history at  Syktyvkar State University, Russia. He has participated 
in  several conferences, including the  International Lomonosov-2020 
Scientific Forum and the Biennial HUSSE Conferences in 2021 and 2022. 
His doctoral research focuses on mutual images in Russian-American 
travel writing from  the  end of  nineteenth century to  the  First World 
War. More particularly, he is investigating such topics as Russian visits 
to the Chicago World’s Fair in 1893, American travel writing on Russian 
Central Asia and the Trans-Siberian Railway, Russian tourists travelling 
across the U.S., as well as American travelers in Russia during the First 
Russian Revolution. [maks.conkurs@yandex.ru]
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¶ mAłgorzAtA poks

University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0055-935X

“Where Stories Are Alive:  
TrAveling into Wolverine’s Territory  
in Eowyn Ivey’s To the Bright Edge of the World”

In 1885 Lieutenant Colonel Forrester explores the newly 
acquired territory of Alaska for the US government. His passion 
to see an unknown world clashes with the mission Forrester 
has received from his military superiors. How will he meet 
the dual challenge—as well as the moral dilemma—of navi-
gating an older world that resists comprehension—a world 
he learns to respect—and mapping the terrain for potential 
military invasion? My analysis will thus attempt to foreground 
the manifold paradoxes of travel/narratives. Loosely based 
on Lieutenant Henry Tureman Allen’s historic exploration 
of the Tanana and Copper rivers, Ivey’s novel departs signifi-
cantly from historical accuracy in order to bring the colonizing 
agenda of the government-sponsored exploration party into 
conversation with the individual perspectives and sensibilities 
of its members, exposed as they are to a world where old 
stories are alive and where nonhumans or not-quite humans 
are all agential beings. Employing anthropologist Viveiros de 
Castro’s theorization of Amerindian perspectivism, I want 
to argue that To the Bright Edge of the World decolonizes 
the genre of travel narratives as well as the experience 
of travelling between worlds.

Keywords: wolverine, Alaska, exploration, To The Bright Edge 
of the World

Małgorzata Poks, PhD is an assistant professor at the Institute of Liter-
ary Studies, Faculty of Humanities, at the University of Silesia in Katowice, 
Poland. Her main research interests include contemporary US American Lit-
erature, Indigenous Studies, Decoloniality, Critical Animal Studies, Thomas 
Merton’s late poetry. She is the author of an award-winning monograph 
Thomas Merton and  Latin America: a  Consonance of  Voices (2006). 
Recently she published a Polish translation of Linda Hogan’s A Woman 
Who Watches Over the World: A Native Memoir (2021). Her monograph 
Decolonial Animal Ethics in Linda Hogan’s Poetry and Prose has been 
published by Routledge in July 2023.
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¶ Ben QuAil

University of Glasgow, UK
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6904-0110

“AmericAn Idiots: Punk, MetAl And Protest 
in George W. Bush’s AmericA”

In 2002, System of a Down frontman Serj Tankian joined 
an increasingly vocal movement within the American alternative 
music scene by denouncing the presidency of George W. Bush. 
Tom Morello, of platinum selling bands Rage Against the Machine 
and Audioslave, agreed that Bush should be tried as a war criminal 
if the United States invaded Iraq. When the Iraq war did begin 
the following year, both men used their platform to create anti-war, 
anti-Bush music intended to galvanize the American public against 
what they felt was an unjust conflict. These are two examples 
of a larger anti-war sentiment during the Bush presidency within 
the subgenres of rock, punk and metal music. The social impact 
of these anti-Bush musical protests formed an integral part 
in the overarching anti-Bush movement across the United States. 
This paper assesses protest and dissent through the lens of popular 
culture in the early 2000s, as the United States stood at the cusp 
of a new era of online social media and activism. The methods 
used by the well-supported Punk Voter movement, led by NOFX’s 
‘Fat’ Mike Burkett and Axis of Justice, run by Tankian and Morello, 
sought to sign up young, disaffected voters and promote awareness 
of government policy through activism and information broadcasts 
over the internet. These early examples of online protest will be 
analyzed, bringing together key themes of censorship, identity 
politics, social media and youthful distrust of politics.

Keywords: US History, Punk, Metal, Protest, Politics, Presidency

Dr. Ben Quail is a historian of US social and foreign policy, whose scholar-
ship focuses on the role of the media in portraying war to the American 
people. His first monograph, Selling Guns and Butter: Media Manage-
ment in the Age of Lyndon Johnson, was published by Palgrave MacMillan 
in December 2021. It investigates the relationship between the media, Viet-
nam and the Presidency of Lyndon B. Johnson, and is particularly interested 
in the reasons behind the erosion of Johnson’s credibility over the course 
of his time in office. More broadly, his interests lie in the history of American 
foreign relations over the past sixty years, and the propaganda of military 
engagements with a particular interest in the cultural impact of Vietnam 
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on  the  American national consciousness. He is also keenly interested 
in Pacific relations, particularly between the US President and the Aus-
tralian prime minister. Australia remains one of the United States’ key 
allies in the Pacific world and a staunch military ally of the United States, 
as  shown by  the  recent AUKUS trilateral agreement between the  two 
countries and the United Kingdom. His research connects the Australian-
American military and political alliance with significant personalities who 
have guided this throughout its recent history, for example, Prime Minister 
Harold Holt and President Johnson. He is also interested in the modern cul-
tural history of warfare in the United States and further afield, particularly 
depictions of warfare and veterans in music, film, video games and comic 
books. His most recent research article, “American Idiots: Charting Pro-
test and Activism in the Alternative Music Scene During the Presidency 
of George W. Bush,” published in the International Journal of Comparative 
American Studies in 2021, is concerned with this strand of research.

¶ nAthAniel r. rAcine

Texas A&M International University, USA 
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-1431-8629

“YAnkees in CAnAdA And Gringos in Mexico:  
Revisiting FoundAtionAl Works  
of Hemispheric US LiterAry Study” 

This paper provides a survey of literary criticism that informs 
the area we now call hemispheric American studies. The works 
revisited here consider the literary and cultural relationship between 
the US and Canada, or between the US and Mexico, through fiction 
and non-fiction by US authors. Often engaging with expatriate 
writings and travel narratives, they take a bibliographic approach 
and consider a vast number of literary works in their analyses. 
Among the earliest bibliographies compiled on the literary repre-
sentation of North America is America in Fiction: An Annotated List 
of Novels that Interpret Aspects of Life in the United States, Canada, 
and Mexico, by Otis W. Coan and Richard G. Lillard, which was revised 
and republished five times between 1941 and 1967. That volume 
and its emphasis on literary setting is in many ways a prelude 
to the larger constellation of bibliographic research, primary source 
collections and book-length critical analyses from subsequent decades. 
These include works by Drewey Wayne Gunn and Edward Simmen 
(both of whom wrote on Mexico), Cecil Robinson (who included 
the US Southwest alongside Mexico), and James Doyle (whose 
focus was on Canada). There is a wealth of material contained 
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in these volumes and subsequent generations of scholars have 
made significant contributions based upon these works. In part, 
then, this paper is an homage to these early studies. At the same 
time, this paper serves as a sort of progress report on an ongoing 
project dedicated to expanding these bibliographies to include works 
from the late-twentieth century through our present moment. 
In doing so, the engagement with foundational works of criticism 
builds upon the longer tradition of US literary study and better 
equipped to consider the patterns and themes found across the lit-
erary representations of local, regional, national, and continental 
dynamics of North America. In this way, the current project works 
toward an analysis of US literary representations of both Canada 
and Mexico, identifying as many contrasts as congruencies from over 
two-hundred years of literature.

Keywords: American Studies; American Literature; Mexico; Canada; 
Travel Literature; Landscape Studies

Nathaniel R. Racine is an Assistant Professor of English at Texas A&M 
International University in Laredo, where he arrived after completing a Ful-
bright Postdoctoral Scholarship to Mexico in 2018–2019. His primary area 
of research focuses on the literary and cultural exchange between the US 
and Mexico in the first half of the twentieth century. More generally, his 
interests involve the  intersections of  literature with geography, urban-
ism and architecture in the twentieth century. He holds a PhD in English 
and a professionally-accredited master’s degree in urban planning. He cur-
rently serves as  the  Co-Editor-in-Chief of  the  Review of  International 
American Studies (RIAS).

¶ sArA riccetti

Sapienza University of Rome, Italy
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5283-8054

“ReimAgining Cherokee DiAsporA  
in Indigenous SpeculAtive Fiction: A CompArAtive  
AnAlysis of BlAke HAusmAn’s Riding the Trail of Tears 
And DAniel HeAth Justice’s The Way of Thorn and Thunder”

Speculative fiction is an emerging and significant trend in North 
American Indigenous literature, providing Indigenous writers with 
a narrative framework to address the legacy of removal and envi-
sion decolonized futures. This article examines the reworkings 
of Indigenous diaspora in two Cherokee speculative fiction novels: 
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Blake Hausman’s “Riding the Trail of Tears” (2011) and Daniel Heath 
Justice’s “The Way of Thorn and Thunder” (2011). Both authors, 
as citizens of the Cherokee Nation, grapple with the forced removal 
of their peoples to Oklahoma in the nineteenth century. Hausman’s 
novel employs virtual reality, allowing him to reimagine the trauma 
of the Cherokee Trail of Tears while acknowledging the enduring impact 
of historical narratives in contemporary society. Justice’s fantasy 
novel unfolds in the Everland, a richly imagined universe inhabited 
by non-human “Folk” whose lands are threatened by “human” settlers. 
The Folk’s story closely mirrors events in Cherokee history, disrupting 
settler fantasies of legitimacy and supremacy while imbuing Indigenous 
fantasies with a decolonial imperative. This paper focuses on how 
these Indigenous novels revisit the sci-fi and fantasy Western genres, 
offering alternative accounts of resistance in the face of forced 
migration. Ultimately, this study demonstrates that while referencing 
the past, these stories empower Indigenous futures and challenge 
Western notions of Indigenous people as ahistorical and static

Keywords: Indigenous speculative fiction, Indigenous literature, 
Cherokee Trail of Tears, Cherokee literature, Daniel Heath Justice, 
Blake Hausman, decolonization. 

Sara Riccetti is a Ph.D. student in Studies in English Literatures, Language 
and Translation. She graduated with an M.A. in English and Anglo-Amer-
ican Studies (2020) from  Sapienza University(Rome, Italy.) Her  Ph.D. 
project focuses on Indigenous drama by contemporary women playwrights 
from the U.S. and Canada. Her research interests include American Litera-
ture and Drama, Indigenous drama from North America, Indigenous Feminist 
Theory, and Decolonial studies.

¶ eugeniA soJkA 

University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland
http://orcid.org/0000-0001-8467-1562

“Indigenous Philosophies, Knowledges And Theories  
in Motion: TrAnsAtlAntic ExchAnges Between CAnAdiAn 
Indigenous And Upper SilesiAn ScholArs,  
Artists And Students”

The paper reflects on the developments in scholarship and educational 
activities in the last two decades at the University of Silesia (Poland), 
which resulted from transatlantic encounters and relationship building 
between Indigenous and Upper Silesian writers/scholars/artists and stu-
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dents. The travelling of ideas took place via diverse embodied physical, 
as well as online and textual contacts, via workshops, lectures, confer-
ences and many educational projects. I focus on the topic of knowledge 
transfer which challenges mainstream Eurocentric worldviews while 
introducing Indigenous knowledges and philosophies aiming at holistic 
eco-centric and kincentric perspectives; they have lead to a gradual 
re-indigenization of Upper Silesia, to our remembering/reclaiming 
and relearning of Slavic indigeneity of this region, and to challenging 
the major historical national communist and other colonial narratives 
imposed on this land. I use the concept of “indigeneity” as a critical tool 
which helps me to look at the Upper Silesian expressions of culture 
as Indigenous to historical Upper Silesia. I draw on the broad understanding 
of “indigeneity” as proposed by Floyd Favel, Cree artist-scholar, for whom 
indigeneity is an inclusive concept grounded in a core Indigenous value, 
which is “we are all interrelated”, and our cultures are places of hospitality 
and responsibility for the Other.

Keywords: travelling knowledges and philosophies, knowledge 
transfer, indigeneity, Indigenous cultures, minority cultures, Upper 
Silesia, re-indigenization, Indigenous expressions of culture

Eugenia Sojka, Ph.D., D. Litt., Associate Professor at the Institute of Literary 
Studies, and Institute of Culture, University of Silesia Poland, Adjunct Pro-
fessor at the Department of English, University of the Fraser Valley, Canada. 
Her interests focus on Canadian Indigenous and Diasporic literatures and cul-
tures, and specifically on Indigenous theatre and performance, decolonization, 
indigenization, Indigenous philosophies, epistemic justice and geopolitics 
of knowledge. She is the author of numerous publications in the area of Cana-
dian Studies. Her recent co-edited monograph [with Aneta Głowacka] Piszący 
z ziemi. Teatr Indygenny Floyda Favela [Writing from the Earth. Indigenous 
theatre of Floyd Favel and other essays], includes her critical text and co-
translations of Favel’s theoretical essays, play and poetry.

¶ sABinA swetA sen-podstAwskA 

University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-9939-1018

“Moving With And On the Turtle IslAnd: Indigenous 
Activist And Artistic Expressions in North AmericA 
As Counter-MApping PrActices.” (on-site)

Indigenous Peoples have expressed, remembered and performed 
spatial orientation, imaginations and relations as part of their 
various movements across the Turtle Island (the North American 
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continent according to some Indigenous nation’s creation stories), 
including migration, trading, hunting, gathering and also the forced 
displacement of Indigenous Peoples from their ancestral lands 
to reserves. Gwilym Lucas Eades’ (2016) research demonstrates how 
Indigenous communities understand spatial imagination and use 
maps and digital media to express their cultural identity, reclaim land 
and assert their sovereignty, tell stories, transmit cultural knowl-
edge, and counter colonial narratives through “counter-mapping” 
showing the essence of one’s spatial awareness. In the context 
of this study, I understand “counter-mapping” as a form of activ-
ism against dominant power structures to restore the voices 
and perspectives of Indigenous nations that oppose Western 
notions of place and spatial imagination and question the arbitrarily 
imposed by colonization borders between different areas on earth, 
between people and between nature and man. I refer to the pro-
test walk in 2013 initiated by David Kawapit, known as the Journey 
of Nishiyuu or the Journey of the People, a 1,600-kilometer journey 
of a group of young Cree walkers from Whapmagoostui, Quebec 
to Parliament Hill in Ottawa to support the Idle no More move-
ment as a contemporary activist expression through journeying. 
I look at the traveling art installation project Walking With Our 
Sisters honoring the lives of missing and murdered Indigenous 
women and girls in Canada to demonstrate how Indigenous 
artists bridge the walking and traveling experience with healing 
for the community. Finally, discussing Indigenous performances 
such as Frost Exploding Trees Moon, a solo performance choreo-
graphed by Michelle Olson and Floyd Favel and performed by Olson 
and Floyd Favel’s land-based research in the development of an 
Indigenous theatre methodology the Native Performance Culture 
(NPC), I present how Indigenous performers draw from travel 
stories and nomadic experiences of their ancestors to establish 
contemporary artistic expressions as forms of resistance to colonial 
narratives. Eventually, I conclude how these Indigenous activist 
and artistic performances of journeying become counter-mapping 
practices offering decolonial mapping of the Turtle Island as well 
as embodied healing.

Keywords: Indigenous performance, activism, stories, counter-
mapping, journeying, healing
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Sabina Sweta Sen-Podstawska is an Assistant Professor at the Institute 
of Culture Studies, Faculty of Humanities, the University of Silesia in Kato-
wice, Poland. She holds a PhD in Drama from the University of Exeter, an MA 
in South Asian Dance Studies from the University of Roehampton in London 
and BA-MA in English Literature and Culture from the University of Silesia 
in Katowice. Her  research interests embrace sensory-somatic awareness 
in  Odissi dance, body-mind relationship and  psychophysical training 
and performance, transculturalism, minority cultures, and cultural expres-
sions by Indigenous Peoples in Canada. She has published articles and book 
chapters on sensory-somatic awareness and experience, bodymind relations 
in performance, Indigenous dance and theatre in Canada and Indian classical 
dance Odissi. Currently, she is continuing her practice-based research collabo-
ration with Cree theatre director and cultural leader Floyd Favel in developing 
an Indigenous theatre methodology as well as exploring her intercultural, 
cross continental land-based research in dance and performance. Raised 
and living in/between cultures, languages and lands she studies and shares 
artistic expressions of cultures and identities through both research and per-
formance. As a dancer and performer, trained in Odissi dance, she continues 
her embodied explorations based on her Odissi dance training and crisscross-
ing disciplines and mediums.

¶ kAthryn simpson 

University of Sheffielf, UK
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6883-4146

“‘Do you think of going to AmericA?’ I Asked. ‘I do,’ sAid he’: 
The RAJA And the Prince And Words thAt TrAvel, 
or on Not TrAvelling to AmericA”

In 1845 Dwarkanath Tagore said to the author J. Dix, “I was going 
to America two years ago but that Dickens book frightened me and I 
did not go”, but that he planned to go the following year. To both 
Dwarkanath Tagore (1794-1846) and his friend Raja Rammohun 
Roy (1772-1833) America was a site of fascination and possi-
bilities. Although ultimately neither travelled to America as they 
died of illness in Paris and Bristol respectively, the significance 
of the freedom America suggested was a driving curiosity out with 
the strictures of Anglo-Indian cultural spaces they inhabited. In this 
paper, Dr. Simpson discusses the transnational reputation of Raja 
Rammohun Roy and Prince Dwarkanath Tagore and how important 
their willingness to travel was to that reputation. It evidences how 
travel and these men’s desire and ability to travel was evidence 
of their cultural uniqueness. Travelling within, between, and pro-
jecting beyond the histories and the cultures of India and Britain, 
they evidence the very epitome of Bhabha’s incommensurabil-
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ity: residing in physical spaces which their religious culture saw 
as inappropriate and explicitly moving in the opposite direction 
to the usual known and narrated paths of travel in the nineteenth 
century. Their very willingness to travel to America and their vocality 
about such willingness evidenced their seeing themselves as part 
of a shared global community. Thus, in this paper travel to America 
is situated as a longing, bound up in political, aesthetic, religious 
and cosmopolitan desire. Dr Simpson will further discuss how 
the concept of travel to America was engaged in by both men 
as a way to resist and challenge colonial British rule.

Keywords: Cosmopolitan, Bengal Renaissance, Transcultural, 
Education, Religion

Dr Kathryn Simpson is a  Lecturer in  Digital Humanities at  the  Digital 
Humanities Institute at the University of Sheffield. Her research looks to use 
digital tools to renegotiate the nineteenth century archive, with a particu-
lar focus on counter-hegemonic readings of European narratives of travel 
across central and southern Africa and India. She also works on methods 
of digital curation and creation and its uses in the GLAM sector. She is 
a Trustee of the David Livingstone Birthplace Trust and an Associate Project 
Scholar and UK Outreach Director for Livingstone Online. She is a past fellow 
at the Institute of Advanced Studies in the Humanities at Edinburgh Univer-
sity. Her current research project entitled “Boundaries of gender: ‘petticoat 
governments’ and secondary voices in nineteenth century European expe-
ditions of Africa”—mines digital content to foreground the many women, 
both European and African, who assisted and enabled David Livingstone 
(1813–1873) in his journeys in Africa. https://www.dhi.ac.uk/simpson; email: 
kathryn.simpson@sheffield.ac.uk

¶ JessicA syers

University of Edinburgh, UK
https://orcid.org/0009-0006-4345-6413

“Myths of Modern AmericA: The Rise of the AmericAn 
PícAro And the Decline of the AmericAn DreAm”

In this paper, I will examine the history of picaresque writing 
in North American literature and consider how the picaresque 
model both plays into and interrogates the notion of the American 
Dream. Taking The Memoirs of the Notorious Stephen Burroughs, 
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, and The Adventures of Augie 
March as examples, I will explore how the American picaresque 
novel has evolved over three centuries to reflect changing under-
standings of the American Dream. In 1895, William Dean Howells 
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proposed that “the intending author of American fiction would do 
well to study the Spanish picaresque novels; for in their simplic-
ity of design he will find one of the best forms for an American 
story.” Indeed, there are strong parallels between the picaresque 
myth and the myth of the American Dream: both are based upon 
a narrative of social mobility achieved through personal effort 
regardless of the circumstances of one’s birth. I will show that 
as belief in the American Dream changed over time, the nature 
of American picaresque writing also changed to reflect this. 
By analyzing texts by Burroughs, Twain, and Bellow, I will show 
that the American picaresque myth began to diverge from its 
European roots, and that a distinctly American picaresque myth 
had emerged by the twentieth century. Despite the prominence 
of picaresque writing in American letters (and notably in several 
works widely considered to be classics of American literature), 
the notion of a uniquely American picaresque tradition has been 
disputed and underresearched. This paper presents a new per-
spective on the significance of picaresque writing in the American 
context, and reveals that the pícaro’s travels in North America 
have been his most transformative yet.

Keywords: American Picaresque Novel, Satire, History of the Novel

Jessica Syers completed her PhD in Comparative Literature at the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh in 2022. Her doctoral thesis investigated the development 
of the neopicaresque novel in Europe and America during the mid-twen-
tieth century, comparing eight examples from Britain, Germany, Spain, 
and the US in their original languages. Her wider research interests include 
the history of the novel, transatlantic literature, and comparative theory. 
She currently teaches German for  research purposes at  the  University 
of Edinburgh, and has a leading role in IASA’s Emerging Scholars Forum

¶ kAmeliA tAleBiAn sedehi

Sapienza University of Rome, Italy

“A Trip BAck to History And Identity FormAtion 
in The Marrow Thieves”

Cherie Dimaline’s The Marrow Thieves deals with post-apoc-
alyptic era when the natural resources are scarce and polluted. 
By portraying climate crisis, Dimaline focuses on the plights, 
scars, and trauma that Indigenous people faced due to colonial-
ism. By using the structure of ‘Story’ within story, she reminds 
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the reader of the continuation of the apocalypse till present day. 
By hearing the stories from the elders, the characters travel back 
to history and gather collective consciousness of what Indigenous 
people experienced throughout these decades. The elders expe-
rienced the trauma of the residential schools and they stand 
as first-hand witnesses of incidents. Through storytelling, they 
can survive and inform the following generation of the hazards. 
This paper intends to emphasize on storytelling and its importance 
in travelling back to history to shape individuality based on col-
lective history. I will apply Judith Herman’s trauma, and Dori Laub 
and Shoshana Felman’s witnessing and testimony to The Marrow 
Thieves to emphasize that Dimaline invokes the past to focus 
on the apocalyptic present situation. The residential schools were 
shut down, but the new era of the residential schools is coming 
and the exploitation of lands and humans are still continuing. 
In order to survive, young Indigenous people need to learn about 
the past and keep their culture alive.

Keywords: history, story, identity formation, trauma

Kamelia Talebian Sedehi received her B.A. and M.A. In English literature 
from Isfahan University in Iran. Then she completed a doctorate in English 
literature in Malaysia at the University Putra in 2016. She subsequently 
completed a  a second PhD in  textual Science at  Sapienza University 
in 2022. She has published various articles on Canadian and American 
literature and participated in multiple academic conferences in Europe 
and Asia. Her main interests are trauma, Indigenous studies, American 
studies, and melancholia. Currently, she is teaching at Sapienza University.

¶ AhmAd ishtiAQue tApAdAr 

Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, India
https://orcid.org/0009-0001-3432-4244

“The AmericAs And Its VAried RepresentAtions 
on Screen: Hollywood And LAtin AmericAn CinemA 
in ContrAst”

The cinema of Hollywood has largely enjoyed the burden 
of creating the image of the Americas and the West. The idea 
of the West, mostly surrounded around the United States rep-
resented as the land of ‘all things important’. Themes of the Wild 
West, the Frontier Myth, and the American Dream, have all 
found spaces in the cinema of Hollywood. However, these ideas 
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that most films engage with are central to the geographical 
space of the United States. In fact, these films create an identity 
of the Americas and the West, with the United States as an arche-
type, in retrospect to the identity of their counterparts. Hollywood’s 
capitalist tendencies and its role in creating narratives that are 
central to a particular demographic has hence earned it the rec-
ognition of ‘First Cinema’. In contrast, Latin American cinema, 
which primarily constitutes films from Latin-speaking countries 
including Argentina, Brazil, and Cuba, has manifested the seeds 
of activism and realistic representation in the cinematic artform. 
As a direct anti-thesis to Hollywood, Latin American cinema 
with its most significant movement of ‘Third Cinema’, pioneered 
by Getino and Solanas, focused on representing a varied image 
of the Americas and has hence moulded the idea of the West. 
What differentiates the Latin American cinema movement is not 
only its role in recognizing the culture of the largely unexplored 
and ignored Americas, but also the fact that it provided a liberal 
space for the cinema of the ‘Third World’ to establish a chain 
of representation that is primarily rooted in their respective cul-
tures. This study shall, therefore, be an attempt to analyze both 
Hollywood and Latin American cinema in contrast, to understand 
their characteristics and explore their socio-political associations. 
The study shall analyze varied representations of the Americas 
on screen and how it extends to the process of creating an idea 
of the West. Considering the fact that Hollywood as well as Latin 
American cinema have widespread transcontinental recognition, 
the study shall attempt a dialogic understanding of both in their role 
of creating and moulding images and identities across continents.

Keywords: Americas, First Cinema, Hollywood, Latin American 
cinema, Third Cinema, West/Western

Ahmad Ishtiaque Tapadar is a  Ph.D. Scholar in  English Literature 
at the University School of Humanities and Social Sciences of Guru Gobind 
Singh Indraprastha University (GGSIPU), New Delhi. He graduated with B.A. 
English (Hons.) from the University of Delhi following which he completed 
his Masters’ and M.Phil. in English Literature from GGSIPU. Ishtiaque is 
currently working on Third Cinema in India focusing on the relationship 
between ideology and aesthetics. For his M.Phil. dissertation, he worked 
on  the  Parallel Cinema movement in  India and  explored the  role 
of the  Indian People’s Theatre Association (IPTA) through the analysis 
of  films by  auteurs including Ritwik Ghatak, Satyajit Ray, Mrinal Sen, 
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Shyam Benegal, Utpal Dutt, and Govind Nihalani. As a literary film scholar, 
Ishtiaque is keen on exploring the politics behind the process of filmmak-
ing and how the representations on screen negotiate with reality to create 
varied images of the society. Ishtiaque has been associated with IASA 
as a part of the local organizing committee in the 10th IASA World Con-
gress at GGSIPU, New Delhi where he also presented a paper analyzing 
caste system in  India and  racism in  the  United States with reference 
to films of Nihalani and Sembene. He has been nominated as a member 
of the International Organizing Committee at the 11th IASA World Con-
gress at Katowice, Poland. He is also a part of the IASA Emerging Scholars 
Forum. Profiles: https://ggsipu.academia.edu/AhmadIshtiaqueTapadar 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ishtiaque-ahmad-531b16230/

¶ BrendA BressAn thomé

Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, Brazil 
and Vrije Universiteit Brussels, Belgium

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-3707-9061

“Writings of A French TrAveler on 19th Century BrAzil: 
ColoniAlism And Gender in Rose de Freycinet’s Journals”

Rose-Marie Pinon, a French woman of the 19th century, 
accompanied her husband, a ship captain, on his travels, which was 
uncommon at the time. She joined the Uranie expedition between 
1817 and 1820, which was one of the first French expeditions 
to circumnavigate the globe. Despite the restriction of women 
boarding state ships without special permission from the king, 
Rose-Marie was on board for the entire duration of the journey. 
She kept a journal of her travels, which is notable for its informal 
tone and expression of free thought, and which consists of personal 
letters addressed to her mother and her cousin, Caroline de Nanteuil. 
The journal has been published in French in 1927 and translated 
into Portuguese in 2013. The Brazilian translation of the journal has 
been the subject of this presentation, which examines the chal-
lenges of translating a foreign text from a colonial period, with its 
prejudices and biases, into the 21st century. The presentation draws 
on the theoretical framework of Aimé Césaire’s view of colonialism, 
Françoise Simonet-Tenant’s perspective on 19th century women 
favoring letters as a medium for literature, and Antoine Berman’s 
theory of ethnocentrism and translation.

Keywords: 19th century Brazil; French travelers; Brazilian Transla-
tion; Colonialism; French women travelers
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Brenda Bressan Thomé is a Brazilian journalist who holds an undergradu-
ate degree in French Studies from Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina 
and a Master’s degree in Translation Studies from the same institution 
in southern Brazil. She is currently a doctoral candidate pursuing a joint 
degree PhD in Translation Studies at Universidade Federal de Santa Cata-
rina (Brazil) and Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Belgium), where she conducts 
research on translations from French into Brazilian Portuguese of writings 
and journals written by French women travelers in 19th century Brazil. She 
has been awarded a CAPES/PRINT scholarship from the Brazilian 3rd Cycle 
Education Development Agency to fund her research in Brazil and Europe. 
The author has extensive experience as a translator from French into Bra-
zilian Portuguese and has published articles and translations of French 
women’s works in  the  Amazon during the  19th century, translations 
of African short stories from French into Portuguese, and Translation Criti-
cism. Email: brendathome@gmail.com

¶ melike tokAy-ünAl 

Baskent Üniversitesi, Türkiye 
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7958-0930

“HumAnitAriAn TrAvelers: AmericAn Red Cross CluB-
moBile Service Girls in EuropeAn ComBAt Zones During 
World WAr II”

In December 1941 the United States of America entered 
the World War II. In the meantime, American Red Cross mobi-
lized its crew to provide medical relief and morale-boosting 
services, both in the home front and in the war theaters.
Among these morale-boosting services in war theatres were 
American Red Cross clubs. They were first stationed in Great 
Britain, Scotland, and Ireland, and eventually branched out 
in all over the war theaters in a few months. In 1942, Harvey 
D. Gibson was appointed the commissioner of the American 
Red Cross in Great Britain and without any delay he introduced 
the Clubmobile Service. His idea was a club on wheels with 
three American Red Cross girls, baking doughnuts, cooking 
coffee and driving from one station to another to bring “home” 
to the American soldiers at the very border of the front-line. 
Gibson claimed that “this humble brown object of sweetened 
dough” was not just a diet; for Gibson, “served by cheerful Red 
Cross girls, it was also ammunition; ammunition for the heart 
and spirit.” American Red Cross Clubmobile girls established 
the American culture at the European theater of World War II 
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to build morale of the American soldiers at the battle ground. 
They managed to build “home” at the front-lines and reminded 
the American soldiers that they had not been forgotten. This 
paper, though, scrutinizes not the “home” they built in the “war” 
zone but what has been mostly neglected by historians; 
the “war” these American girls brought “home.” The club-
mobile work created an interaction between home and war 
in this sense. ARC girls traveling in the clubmobiles every day, 
from one station to another, experienced the war at first hand. 
They wrote letters and travel journals, and, years after the war, 
memoirs in which they talked about the actual battle. With 
these personal writings they actually created a new memory 
of World War II. This new memory acted as “alternate dimen-
sions to cultural memory that do not conform to the grand 
narratives of the war.” With their writings of “war,” these 
ARC girls, “whose experiences of war challenges those more 
familiar accounts of warfare” brought a new dimension of war 
to home and “broaden our perspectives of the war to include 
the experience of others—non-combatants and women”

Keywords: American Red Cross, Clubmobile Service, Humanitarian 
Travelers, Combat Zone Travelers, Cultural Memory

Melike Tokay-Ünal is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Ameri-
can Culture and  Literature, Başkent University, Ankara, Turkey. She 
received her BA from the Department of American Culture and Literature, 
Bilkent University in 2003 and her MA from the Department of History, 
Bilkent University in 2006. Her MA Thesis, entitled “American Women’s 
Foreign Mission Movement: ‘Cooperation of  Eve with the  Redeemer’ 
in Evangelical Missions,” scrutinizes the evolution of American women’s 
foreign mission movement and their presence in Turkey missions. She 
received her Ph.D. degree from the Department of History, Bilkent Univer-
sity in 2016, with a focus on American humanitarianism and philanthropy, 
Progressive Era, First World War, Theodore Roosevelt, the Roosevelt Fam-
ily, and Ethel Roosevelt Derby. Her dissertation was entitled “The Other 
Roosevelt Princess: Ethel Roosevelt and the Imperative of Philanthropy, 
Humanitarianism and Public Service.” She held research fellowships at J. 
F. Kennedy Institute, Free University-Berlin/Germany and at Houghton 
Library-Harvard University-Boston/USA. Her research interests include 
transatlantic cultural and social flows, World War I-II narratives, Ameri-
can expatriates, social history of  medicine and  hospitals, American 
philanthropy, and travel writing.
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¶ gyÖrgy tóth

University of Stirling, Scotland, UK
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4557-0846

“The Memory of John PAul Jones 
in Cold WAr US-UK/Scottish RelAtions”

John Paul Jones was a Scotsman turned American revolutionary 
who commanded a US fleet against the British Royal Navy on the high 
seas in the late 18th century. Despite his controversial past, Jones’ 
figure and memory served as a symbolic plank in the Anglo-US 
relations of the 20th century. By 1947 the US Congress had estab-
lished the John Paul Jones Bicentennial Commission to orchestrate 
anniversary celebrations, including official events in Scotland. In 1953, 
a plaque was unveiled at Jones’ birthplace in Scotland by the Navy 
and the Daughters of the American Revolution. In 1959, Holly-
wood finally premiered its film John Paul Jones, a movie that had 
been in various stages of production—and periodic international 
political controversy—since the 1930s. From the 1950s, the United 
States Navy regularly took groups of officers from its ships in port 
at Leith, Scotland, on training and goodwill visits to Jones’ birth-
place in Arbigland in Dumfries and Galloway. Such transatlantic 
commemorations served not only the US government’s domestic 
agendas, but also a realignment in early Cold War Anglo-American 
relations. Memory diplomacy continued with the Bicentennial 
of the American Revolution in 1976, by which point the rise of Scottish 
nationalism served to complicate representations of Jones’s over-
lapping Scottish-ness, British-ness, and American-ness. Combining 
approaches from Memory Studies, Performance Studies, the Blue 
Humanities and Transoceanic American Studies, this paper will 
analyze how John Paul Jones’ memory was appropriated by various 
local, national and transnational actors for use in their international 
relations in the Cold War, at a time of reasserting their transatlantic 
alliance in the face of supreme geopolitical competition. In this sense, 
the United States and United Kingdom imposed their current Cold 
War framework of their particular geopolitical alliance on the memory 
of a figure who in his own time frequently subverted national cat-
egories and allegiances by turning ‘traitor’ to Britain and becoming 
an American ‘patriot’ (as well as subsequently serving in Russia). 
Thus, Cold War American and British diplomacy (with a more subtle 
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but distinct Scottish participation) co-constructed a shared maritime 
heritage for the purposes of their transatlantic alliance.

Keywords: Transatlantic relations, Memory, Cold War

György Tóth is Lecturer in post-1945 US History and Transatlantic Rela-
tions at the University of Stirling. He holds degrees from Eötvös Loránd 
University (MA) and The University of Iowa, (PhD). György combines US 
cultural and social history with Transnational American Studies, Perfor-
mance Studies and Memory Studies to yield interdisciplinary insights into 
the  politics of  US social and  cultural movements in  post-1945 Europe. 
His  book From  Wounded Knee to  Checkpoint Charlie was published 
by SUNY Press in 2016. He is co-author of Memory in Transatlantic Rela-
tions from the Cold War to the Global War on Terror (Routledge, 2019).

¶ gülşen AslAn uslu

Hacettepe Üniversitesi, Türkiye
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7781-5943

“The NomAdic Thought  
in the Auto/BiogrAphies of Everett Ruess”

Everett Ruess (1914–1934) was an American artist and poet 
who traveled in the American Southwest until he disappeared 
in the deserts of the area in 1934. Ruess was documenting his 
experiences and observations in his journals and artworks as well 
as the letters he was sending to his family and friends during his 
travels. It is evident from his accounts that Ruess had a passion 
for being in solitude and wilderness, which on several occasions 
he is reported to have preferred over civilization and people. While 
Ruess’s disappearance in Davis Gulch in the desert Southwest still 
remains a mystery, his short life has inspired several people such 
as W. L. Rusho, as seen in his books Everett Ruess: A Vagabond 
for Beauty (1985) and The Mystery of Everett Ruess (2010), Philip 
L. Fradkin in his book Everett Ruess: His Short Life, Mysterious 
Death, and Astonishing Afterlife (2011), and finally David Roberts 
in his book Finding Everett Ruess (2011). In these travel narratives, 
the authors try to uncover the mysterious journeys of Everett 
Ruess and his sense of wilderness aesthetics that attracted 
him to the deserts so much so that this passion claimed his life 
at the age of twenty. While this sense of aesthetics can be con-
nected to the Transcendentalist philosophy of the 19th century 
which saw the ultimate belief in nature and wilderness, Ruess’s 
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love of the natural world and taking refuge in it can also be seen 
as a pilgrimage that has a transformative power on his under-
standing of art, artistic creation, and the political consciousness 
that these already incorporated. This paper aims to trace this 
nomadic thought and aesthetic understanding that is developed 
in the narratives on and about Everett Ruess by different authors 
through the “nomadic thought” as introduced and developed 
by the French thinkers Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari in their 
several books. Everett Ruess’s life and travels in the desert show 
that he turns into a nomad per se, situates himself and his art 
against the state (apparatus), and defines a life of his own outside 
the social and political constraints of the time.

Keywords: Everett Ruess, travel narrative, biography, wilderness, 
nomadic thought
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“Finding the AmericAs in AndAlusiAn Music” 

In 2019 I travelled to Seville to be with local friends there during 
the Semana Santa (Holy Week) festivities. I was surprised to see 
and hear what looked to me like literal rivers of musicians! March-
ing bands accompanied the Saints’ floats during the processions, 
and the entire city was full of music all day and all night. This 
experience marked the beginning of my fieldwork in Andalusia, 
and particularly in Seville, where I have been studying religious 
organizations and the music bands connected to them during 
the year. During this time I have found that today’s Andalusian 
music, from Flamenco to pop music and marching band songs 
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in religious processions, have been greatly impacted by the music 
coming from the Americas. This paper is my first exploration 
of this connection.

Keywords: Americas, music, Americas, Spain, Andalusia
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“A TrAnsmodern TrAvelogue? 
The CAse Of TeJu Cole’s Every Day Is For The Thief”

Transmodernity blurs many of the binary oppositions that had 
hitherto been used to describe the realities around us, emphasizing 
that “no one becomes the permanent center or persistent periph-
ery” (Alcoff 63). After a long period of having been purposefully 
left “outside of modernity” (Dussel 49), we are now witnessing 
the amalgamation of so-called peripheral cultures with Western 
ones as a direct consequence of globalization. Insofar as it aims 
to transcend “the Western epistemic,” Transmodernity puts 
forward “a way of being human that transcends the modern 
world-system and generates its own ways of seeing and think-
ing” (Kuecker 163). These distinct ways of seeing and thinking 
have been notably channeled through narratives that underscore 
the multilayered and often contradictory nature of the reality 
we inhabit. One of those narratives is Every Day Is for the Thief 
(2007), the first novel written by Nigerian-American author Teju 
Cole. In it, an unnamed character travels from the United States 
to visit his native Lagos after a fifteen-year absence. Throughout 
his journey, the narrator experiences what it is like to be back 
in a city that has changed dramatically in many aspects yet remains 
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unaltered in many others. This paper seeks to read Cole’s novel 
as a transmodern take on the travelogue format, more specifi-
cally through the concept of “narratives of fracture” (Rodríguez 
Magda). These narratives run counter to the hegemonic discourse, 
seeking to push “traditional genre boundaries and ontological 
frameworks” (Aliaga-Lavrijsen and Yebra-Pertusa 9). Despite lack-
ing a straightforward critique to the downsides of globalization, 
the novel manages to capture the latent violence that threatens 
to rip through reality at any given moment, hence revealing “the 
cracks through which barbarism leaks” (Rodríguez Magda 29). 
The grim realities of modern-day Lagos overlap with the sud-
den emergence of a past that had hitherto remained hidden 
from sight, only to corroborate that the interplay of globalizing 
forces continue and expand other historical forms of oppression 
such as slavery or the unchallenged “official history” of military 
regimes. Thus, Every Day Is for the Thief brings the contradictions 
of modern Nigerian society to the fore, underscoring the myriad, 
contradictory forces at play in the transmodern city.

Keywords: Teju Cole; Transmodernity; globalization; narratives 
of fracture; unreliable narrator
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¶ sAnA zAidi

Jamia Millia Islamia, India
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“The Dichotomy of Struggle And Independence 
 in TrAnsAtlAntic ImmigrAtions: ReshAping HistoricAl 
NArrAtives for the MArginAlized Gender  
in The Gods of Tango By CArolinA de RoBertis”

In the late 19th and early 20th Century, the first wave of Italian 
immigration to Argentina occurred, where they took up agricultural, 
industrial and construction work, started small businesses and trades, 
and worked as professionals as well. The historical narratives mostly 
included men and their contributions in Argentina during these 
transoceanic immigrations. Women mostly travelled to accompany 
their husbands. Carolina de Robertis, an Uruguayan-American writer 
in The Gods of Tango (2015) re-creates history using her non-linear, 
gender inclusive, and essentially feminine writing to challenge 
the narratives that excluded experiences of women. The paper 
explores the journey of a woman who travels all the way from Italy 
to Argentina to accompany her husband, only to hear the news of his 
demise. She has a choice to either go back to Italy in the conservative 
society she doesn’t identify with or stay in Argentina and face what 
might come. She chooses the latter, and finds herself in nepantla 
(theory by Gloria Anzaldúa), a liminal space where the change takes 
place but not easily. The paper aims to study the challenges that 
came with transoceanic immigrations for women who struggled 
alone in a male dominant society. It maps Leda’s experiences, where 
she has to cross-dress as a man to fulfil her dream to play Tango 
and to ensure her safety. She finds herself crossing the rigid gender 
lines constructed by the patriarchal society, and in the process finds 
her identity. It studies the liberties and prohibitions that the new 
land offers for the marginalized gender, and how they deal with it 
to even turn the adversity in their favour. The paper will use vari-
ous theories like nepantla and Coyolxauhqui imperative by Gloria 
Anzaldúa, curdling by María Lugones, neobarroco by Nestor Per-
longher; and feminist theories by Judith Butler and Hélène Cixous.

Keywords: transoceanic, transatlantic, immigration, marginalised 
gender, queer theory, feminism, Argentina, Italy, Nepantla, Curdling
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“‘TrAvelers By Necessity’:  
Ruth BehAr on the WAy in SeArch for Roots or Home”

Ruth Behar begins her memoir Travelling Heavy (2013) with 
the following citation “I love to travel. But I’m also terrified 
of traveling.” Then she describes her various good luck rituals 
she performs before starting a journey and links them to her 
Jewish ancestry. And although she calls herself a professional 
traveler, she also describes herself as a “an anthropologist who 
specializes in homesickness,” which perfectly reveals the con-
tradictions related to the notion of travelling. As a relatively new 
phenomenon, available and affordable to few, travelling can be 
an exciting, desired and adventurous experience that opens us 
up to diversity and enriches us. At the same time since it involves 
meeting with the Other it can be a threatening and exhausting 
incident that causes nostalgia for home. Hence, the journey is 
an existential experience including the change, the philosophical 
exploration of oneself, search for and dissemination of knowl-
edge, and a sense of discovery (actual of places and communities 
and symbolical of cultural values and ideas). In this presentation 
I am going to analyze Behar’s writings as narratives represent-
ing fictitious fragments of experienced or/and imagined realities 
(Letters from Cuba 2020) vs. non-fictional dimension of memoir 
or travel writing (Travelling Heavy 2013). Still, what joins the two 
types of narratives is the issue of memory—how/what do we 
remember? How are our memories changing depending on time 
and person we relate them to? Are we dealing here with imaginary 
America (in search of greener/safter pastures) or imaginary dias-
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pora (in search of ethnic roots) or imaginary homeland? And where 
and what is home then?

Keywords: diaspora, home, travel, feminist memoir, memory
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